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Peering in

An inside angle on the Bates Bubble
As the leaves fall signifying
seasons' change, the Hathorn eye
looks over the Bates campus,
keeping watch on its dashing
troubadours, rambling
tradesmen, assorted characters —
and even a few visiting parents.
What else? Amidst a story filled
with triumph and glory, tragedy
and tears, the clock slowly tolls
out the hours, setting the
background for the fortunes of
the heart. And finally, a young
philosopher prepares to
announce his treatise. Or
perhaps merely to enjoy the sun.
In the end, I suppose it is all one
and the same.
Have a great weekend!
- The Student

The Inside Track
If I had a million dollars ...

Green Eggs and Dan

I probably wouldn't be typing this little keester right now! But
that aside, I suppose you'll want to know what's up. Gussie, that
eccentric Features Woman has another special lined up for you.
This week, the focus is on some of the various org.s that prolifer¬
ate about the campus, keeping us in tune with the world and the
world in tune with us. Thinking about starting a dub dedicated
to the interdisciplinary study of wave particles in the Bahamas?
Read up on some tips, as well as a few narratives (that up dose
and personal Features touch). You know it!
Page 8

He's back! Lined up in the cleanup spot between Erryl speaking
out just in case you didn't know and the traditional Page 28 ADD
section, quarterback and future Sports Illustrated columnist
Daniel Hooley makes the most of it. He writes! Windsuit sewed
up and pen ready, anew, Hools takes you back to the time when
all developing an arm took was a trip to the local grocery store.
Read, read, read all about it. Like Dr. Seuss, but different, Dr.
Dan lets loose a proper spin on that world around us. Just be
prepared to duck! Well, I'm out. See you on:
Page 25.
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Weekend Weath er

News

Friday and Saturday: 100% chance of parents, possibly
falling from the sky. 75% chance of BMWs with a 30%
probability of Range Rovers. 3% chance of Aging Hippies
arriving in VW busses. Hey, Arlo's coming. Pull out your
jeans and sway with the tunes. Groovy, man!
Sunday: Same.

friday, October 4,19%

Rethinking Middle Eastern Politics
by Jeremy Breningstall
The Mideast, well-known for periodic conflagra¬
tions of activity, recently erupted in another burst of conflict
over the course of this past week. To the outsider, the insti¬
gating cause of concern may have seemed a bit odd. In the
dead of the night, Israeli Prime Minister Benyamin
Netanyahu ordered an additional tunnel exit built along
the underground corridor that cuts through (and expos¬
ing awareness towards)

News Analysis

to Jewish history are often seen as a call to Jewish national¬
ism), the archeoldgical excavations beneath the Old City are
items which the Moslems would rather see undiscovered and
unvisited. In the past, they have at times resorted to ce¬
mented portions leading to the buried city shut in order to
discourage further development.

seemed as if much had been resolved and as if the two par¬
ties (Israel and the Palestinians) were moving towards peace.
This interpretation, and the resulting transition for the worse
that has seemingly occurred, however, may be more the re¬
sult of naivete on the part of Israel's Western ally than an
actual change in Israel's status quo.
When Rabin and Arafat met with Clinton on the
White House lawn, much had been left unresolved.
The regions of Palestinian autonomy were more
hacked up bits of land than actual sectional divisions.
There was, and is still, no consensus on such vital
matters as the withdrawal of Israeli troops, the status
of Jerusalem, the status of the Golan Heights, and the
actual degree of autonomy (for the West Bank and
Gazan self-government).
Additionally, there are a number of groups within
the region who want nothing to do with any sort of
peace process. These include the haredim (the ultraOrthodox community of Israel, 150,000 strong, many
of whom do not vote, pay taxes or participate in na¬
tional service but nevertheless feel inclined to express
strongly their feelings about any actions the govern¬
ment takes regarding releases of land) and the funda¬
mentalist Moslems, many of whom are involved in
the Hamas (the less cooperative counterpart to Arafat's
PLO, currently involved in that whole Lebanon/
Syria/Iran imbroglio).
With the transition in Israeli government that took
place last spring, that area of uncertainty (re: disagree¬
ment) has widened. Netanyahu's Likud party ran on
a platform of "peace with security," a comforting
phrase but one with about as much meaning as a wet
bar of soap. His victory in some respects said as much
about the country's doubts towards Shimon Peres (a
peace-seeking but directionless sort) as it did about
their confidence in Likud.
Generally, people in Israel felt that the Labour party
had been moving too quickly vis-a-vis its concessions to¬
ward Israel's Arab neighbors.
Given the past history of hostili¬
ties in the region, this feeling is
not without its credibility. Syria
in particular provides a dubious
negotiating partner at best. For¬
getting that the Golan Heights
was used to launch incursions
into Israel as recently as 30 years
ago, and ignoring Syria's contin¬
ued violent presence in Lebanon
would not seem to orient oneself
favorably towards a stable policy.
In regard to the Palestin¬
ians (the most widely recognized
of Israel's combatants, but ulti¬
mately by virtue of its inferior
firepower one that poses less
danger to Israel than its more es¬
tablished neighbors), there seems
to be little doubt that the present
state of affairs is one that is inca¬
pable of continuing without fur¬
ther disaster.
Here, Netanyahu's strat¬
egy seems to fall short, if for no
other reason than that he does not
envision any sort of long-term

2,000 years of history lying beneath the Temple Mount.
And within 48 hours, over 50 casualties had been re¬
ported.
The tunnel was already open to the public (al¬
though to get tickets one would most likely have to get
them well in advance). To the left of the Western Wall, it
begins in what is today the Jewish Quarter but stretches
all the way to the Moslem districts.
The Western Wall is the most prominent sec¬
tion of the Temple's remnants, but one whose value is
as much symbolic as actual. Built by King Herod, not
the most religious of men but certainly one with an eye
towards his place in history, the outer Temple wall, of
which the Western Wall is a part of, was only used for a
brief period before its destruction by the Romans. The
The Golan Heights. Prior to the 1967 war, this sight was
Western Wall is a actually only a small section of what
used as a launching pad for war on Israeli settlements.
remains of Herod's extravagant addition to what was _
originally a much simpler place of worship. At its time, the
And it is this last question, the one of sovereignty,
remodeled Temple was one of the architectural wonders of that is the true question of the day. For a time, in 1993, it
the world, capable of holding people numbering well into
the thousands, and possibly into
the hundreds of thousands.
With the gradual shrink¬
age that occurs over any plot of
land, accelerated in this case be¬
cause of the intensive level of de¬
velopment that has historically
taken place in Jerusalem, the re¬
maining portions of the outer wall
have drifted lower and lower, and
what was once the street level
(which therefore contains por¬
tions of building structures and
various other remnants) is now
buried well underground. Inside
the tunnel, one can see a bit of the
pattern according to which this
development took place, with
Jewish, Roman and Moslem
dwellings built one atop the other,
often using parts left over by the
inhabitants who preceded them.
Because of its proximity
to Moslem sights such as the
Dome of the Rock (the purported
sight of Mohammed's departure
for heaven), but also because it is
managed by Jews with a focus on
Jewish historicism (at a time
when the Moslems and Jews are
still each vying for sovereignty
One of the walls beside the plaza where Yitzhak Rabin gave his last speech. The walls of the structure
over the region, and allegiances
are covered with eulogies, most of which are by youth, and many of which evoke song titles.

Continued on Page 2
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Complexity masking the road to peace: an
examination of the Palestinian/ Israeli conflict
Continued from Page 2
solution. There are problems with the peace process as un¬
derstood by Rabin, to be sure. It presumed a willingness on
the part of the Arabs to keep the peace, something that has
not held true for any of the years of Israel's existence, nor
those directly preceding it. It presumed that the Arabs and
the Jews could coexist side by side in the small parcel of land
that makes up Israel. It presumed that the issues of sover¬
eignty could be resolved (something difficult, particularly
in light of this weekend's interaction between Israeli soldiers
and Palestinian police. Given the history of Arab attacks on
Israel, can Israel really afford to allow an armed force be
evolved within the occupied territories?
This is also made difficult by the lack of a demo¬
cratic process in Arab countries. Though technically the PLO
held direct elections, the reality is that by and large their as¬
sets are controlled unilaterally by Arafat, and that human
rights abuses and torture by their police and judicial forces
have been prevalent over the past few months. Israel and
the West have by in large part condoned, if not outright en¬
couraged these endeavors — a mistake, if the past instances
of support for normative irregularities are any example).
Yet one can see fairly today that the countries' lack
of attempts at resolution will not produce anything either,
and that in fact it seems to be heightening the possibility of
outright war taking place in the next few years. I think that
Netanyahu.recognizes this, but I wonder if he has the wis¬
dom to deal with it. The Arabs cannot force a peace upon
the Jews, but neither can the Jews attain a peaceful resolu¬
tion without the participation of the Arabs. Journalist and
author David Grossman was perhaps right in his observa¬
tion that Netanyahu is attempting to make peace without a
partner. It is well known that you do not make peace with
your friends, but with your enemies.
Returning to the issue of the tunnel, one would hope
that there would be a day when such petty trivialities
(whether a site has one exit or two seems a slight justifica¬
tion for war) do not dominate the discourse of the parties of
the region. In order for this to occur, though, each side shall
need to step aside from their individual focuses and accept
the general picture. Jewish messianism is not only unfair to
the other inhabitants of the region, it is outright dangerous
to its beholders themselves (for any removal of religion from
the purely personal to the political, in virtually any instance

it has been initiated throughout history, has resulted in the
twin achievements of self-interested bickering and frayed
understanding. Rarely, if ever, has it bettered the human
condition).
Israel, a Jewish nation, was found upon the highest
ideals, it is true, but it was done by men whose religion was
different from those who have increasingly come to domi¬
nate the political scene today — in fact, one could question
whether under the traditional view it was much of a religion
at all. The founders were largely secular socialists with a
hope for a refuge for Jews. Today, that vision has become
muddied by those who seek to impose grand Biblical or other
sorts of tangled claims, claims that neglect to adequately in¬
tegrate either modern ideals, philosophical grounding, space
for freedom, or any of the knowledge acquired over the last

two to three thousand years.
On the flip side, there is going to need to be a greater
accountability on the part of Arab nations towards demo¬
cratic ideals. Cultural relativism, in vogue in the 90's (and
whenever it's convenient to those in power) isn't a very per¬
suasive philosophy. We can pretend that many of our trad¬
ing partners, both Arab and otherwise, have held a free elec¬
tion in the last fifty years, but that does not change the real¬
ity of the repercussions of illiberalism for those living within
those nations. Netanyahu is right to insist on reform through¬
out the region as a goal, though at times it does not seem
clear, at least to the broader public, whether he is doing this
as a matter of firm principle or merely to deflect attention
from the domestic situation in Israel. Additionally, the PLO
is going to need to come to terms with the lasting nature of
Israel's presence as a nation. To a certain extent, with the
peace initiatives, it has begun to press in this direction. But
it is too soon to determine yet whether this is a matter of
permanent policy, especially considering as the PLO has yet
to remove some of the more offensive portions from its char¬
ter.
And both parties, the Israelis and the Palestinians,
could use a shift away from the fierce sectionalism that is
plaguing our world today. For only through discontinuing
fear of one another can one discontinue the manifestations
of this fear. This is not easy, it is not safe — but neither are
fresh graves.
Here in the United States, we speak of peace as if it
were a matter of shaking hands and exchanging golf tips. In
Israel, where one cannot go to the airport without facing in¬
tense security investigations, where one sees bomb squads
in the streets, where one meets people whose friends died
sitting aboard city buses, where one sees an immense stone
barricade being built around the Prime Minister's house,
where a simple turn from one block to another is the equiva¬
lent of what in other countries would be a border crossing;
In Israel, where the taste of conflict is in your face in
a way that you can't forget it (no matter what you're doing,
whether it be playing basketball or watching a movie), one
realizes that peace is not something that one attains. Peace
is merely what one strives for. And unfortunately, even the
pretense of reconciliation is still far away. Conflict is easy.
Conflict can be as simple as a tunnel exit. Peace is hard.
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Reclaiming their bodies, their selves
Support group established for women with eating concerns
by Keri Fox
Approximately 8 million
people a year suffer from eating
disorders: 7 million women, 1 mil¬
lion men.
It is on college campuses
that these numbers are most con¬
centrated. The transition from
home to campus is a difficult one
for many students. Low self-es¬
teem, loneliness, depression, and
stress- all of which are present and
often exasperated in the college
environment- add to the preva¬
lence of eating disorders at schools.
1 in 10 college students
suffers from a full-blown eating
disorder. Many more struggle
with weight concerns like constant
dieting and poor body image.
While the majority of those strug¬
gling with these issues are female,
no one is immune. Men are sus¬
ceptible too.
The disorders that fall un¬
der this category are anorexia
nervosa, bulimia, and binge-eating.
The odds arc that each
student, faculty member, and staff
person at Bates College knows at
least one person suffering from
these diseases.

campus, and meets on Monday af¬
ternoons from 4:00 to 5:30, al¬
though the hours will become sub¬
ject to change according to the
needs of the group.
"People just need to call
the Health Center and say 'this
time would be good for me,'"
Trafton explained.
■ What to expect
Although the group offi¬
cially began on September 30th,
interested women can still join.
"We keep the group open for two
weeks [after the starting date],"
Chris Tisdale, Health Services Di¬
rector, explained.
"I like to have about eight
to ten women at most... it's enough
to begin building safety and trust,"
Trafton said.
After the core group has
been established, "We'll keep it a
closed group until Christmas and
then reopen at semester to fill the
places of those who leave. Then

that goes to Short Term," Trafton
explained.
If the group cannot ac¬
commodate the influx of interested

"[This group is] the
one place... where
women can undress
their exterior and
explore their
nakedness; where they
can feel free to try on
different costumes
and see if they fit."
-Adelaide Trafton
participants, "we put people into
individual counseling," Tisdale
said. She noted that the College
"almost always" has had a support

group during the second semester.
She owes this to word of mouth, to
people in individual counseling
who want to branch out into group
work, and, simply, to Time con¬
straints.
While "the unifying
theme is the conflict of food and
body within our culture, it's only
the top of the iceberg," according
to Trafton.
Because the group is selfdefined, participants are able to
deal with their individual needs,
whether they specifically concern
anorexia, bulimia, binge-eating, or
other issues.
"The people who make up
the group help decide what is the
theme of the group," Tisdale ex¬
plained.
"In the past [the group]
has primarily attracted people who
have had food disorders," Trafton
noted.
"[Other times it has been]
women without food disorders,
but with a tremendous amount of

■ A new program

guilt and shame about their bodies
and food,"
"I didn't offer the group
for a year, but just listening to the
vibration of Bates, it's paramount,"
said Trafton. "[This group is] the
one place on Bates campus where
women can undress their exterior
and explore their nakedness; where
they can feel free to try on differ¬
ent costumes and see if they fit."
■ What about men?
The majority of those suf¬
fering from eating disorders are
women, but a growing number of
men have been diagnosed .
"I think it's harder for
men, because of a cultural bias, to
move into discussing their feelings
and their bodies," said Trafton.
While there has not been
a men's group in the past, Trafton
did not rule out the possibility of
one forming in the future.
•
"I think that there is a need
for a men's group," said Trafton.
The deciding factor would be inter¬
est. Trafton encouraged all con¬
cerned people, male and female, to
contact the Health Center, which is
equipped to counsel any member
of the Bates community.
■ Ultimately...

Knowledge of this phe¬
nomenon has brought the "Re¬
claiming our Bodies, Reclaiming
Ourselves" support group into ex¬
istence. The group, which is spon¬
sored by the Health Center, will
deal with students' eating con¬
cerns.
"It is a place of community
for women to come and talk about
the relationships of themselves and
their bodies," Counselor Adelaide
Trafton said.
The support organization
is open to any woman on the Bates

Body images- AH different. All paper-thin. Accepting oneself can be painfully difficult. Amanda Hinnant photo

"I see [the group] as a
place of healing and a place of com¬
munity in the deepest sense be¬
cause we explore with a commit¬
ment to honesty, and sharing pain,
and with a commitment to respect.
The feelings involved in body
struggles and eating dissatisfac¬
tion, dealing with that is very
frightening," says Trafton. The
group's ultimate purpose, she ex¬
plained, is to deal with the "ongo¬
ing struggle to feel comfortable
with our bodies and our selves."

All Jewelry and— Clothing M

Bates Mill Complex
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Here there be Dragon (boats)
Sangai Asia sponsors traditional race across the puddle
by Lissa Michalak
.Imagine the life of a
Puddle duck. Swimming, eating,
sitting on the lawn... All in all, most
would agree— pretty good life.
Now, imagine that one fine Friday
afternoon, you, as a Puddle duck,
are enjoying a nice float on the wa¬
ter. But not for long. Soon, you
hear a commotion. Yelling,
screaming, and drum- banging
disturbs your aquatic meditations.
But you pay them no mind. It's on
the bank, after all. You hear the
noises coming nearer. You turn,
and suddenly there's a BIG
GREEN MONSTER tearing
through the water at you! You are
disturbed.
This may seem like the
mere nightmarish fantasy of a nap¬
ping duck, but actually, it hap¬
pened.
Last Friday, Sangai Asia,
the campus' Asian cultural aware¬
ness organization, held its First
Annual Bates Dragon Boat Races
on the Puddle, joining the fast¬
growing trend of dragon-boat rac¬
ing all over the world. Four teams
participated, and one walked off
with the coveted prize— one of the
actual dragon heads off the boat.
What, one might ask, is
this dragon boat stuff about? Ac¬
cording to legend, Qu Yuan, a Chi¬
nese official of the Warring States

period, was dismissed from office
for criticizing a poor decision of the
ruler's. Yuan was such a loyal offi¬
cial that he could not bear the ban¬
ishment and, after composing the
Li Sao and other works of incred¬
ibly famous poetry which are still
studied today in history classes at
small New England liberal arts col-

Now, in modern
China, people race
dragon boats and eat
zongzi to
commemorate Qu
Yuan.
leges, drowned himself in the Mi
Luo River, which is located in the
modern Hunan province.
The people who lived in
that area heard about Yuan's sui¬
cide and rushed to the river to try
and save him, for he was well¬
loved by the populace. They got
into their boats and paddled back
and forth, looking for his body.
When they couldn't find him, they
were very distressed.
Thinking that they could
at least save his body from being

Stay
informed.
Read
the
Bates
Student.
s_>
Nanny Needed in
Winthrop
Little Isabelle and
her baby brother
need loving nanny
for 30 hours per
week in this
permanent position.
Hours: T , W & F
8am-6pm
Must have car and
excellent refemces
Call: Portland
Nannies, Inc
_871 0665

Dragon sailors brave the puddle, ducks and all. photos by Lissa Michalak
eaten by the fish, thereby preserv¬
ing it in one piece so he would be
admitted to Heaven, the people
threw triangular rice cakes called
zongzi into the water for the fish.
Now, in modem China, people race

Heather Thompson '97, Leah Jewett '97, Adam Smith '97and Eric Stirling '97 brandish their dragon head.

r
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dragon boats and eat zongzi to
commemorate Qu Yuan.
A standard dragon boat is
made of teak, with a capacity of at
least 18 paddlers, someone to steer,
and a dmmmer to keep everyone
coordinated.
Given the size of the
Puddle, the Bates dragon boats
needed a little modification. The
final products were eerily similar
to canoes with dragons' heads
stuck on them, but the participants
insisted that they were real live
dragon boats.
The winning team, a lastminute pickup boat consisting of
Heather Thompson '97, Eric
Stirling '97, Leah Jewett '97, and
Adam Smith '97 beat two teams
and narrowly avoided several col¬
lisions to claim their prize.
"I liked the drum. It was
cool," Jewett exclaimed.
Said Stirling, "It was more
fun than I ever could have imag¬
ined. I'd do it again next year, but
I'm graduating."
The Bates Dragon Boat
Race will return next year, Sangai
Asia members hinted, due to its
success and the enthusiasm voiced
by this year's participants.
And with luck, the ducks
won't have any heart attacks.

..=\

Student meetings: Sundays at 7:00,
top floor of Chase Hall. Be there!

FREE FINANCIAL AID
Attention All Students!
FREE Money is currently available for
College Students Nationwide. Over
$6 Billion in aid is now available
from private sector grants &
scholarships. All students are eligible
to receive some sort of aid regardless
of grades, income, or parent's
income. Let us help you. For more
information call:

Student Financial Services
1-800-263-6495 ext.F50663

STARTING FRIDAY 10/4-10/10

Chain Reaction PG13

Fri 7& 9:45
Sat 1:30,4:15,7,9:45 Sun 1:30,4:15,7
Tues,Wed.,Thurs.,
7:00 only!
When a research
discovers an
incredible new
will
out the worlds
Reeves and a
beautiful scientist find themselves being
framed for murder. With half a dozen federal
agencies pursuing them across the country,
they set out to discover who is behind the
conspiracy in a dizzying chase that sets a new
speed limit Also stars Morgan Freeman

The Crow: City of Angels R
Fri 7:00,9:15 Sat 1:00,3:15,5:30,7:45,
10:00 Sun 1:00,3:15,5:30,7:45

Spitfire GriU PG 13
Tues,Wed,Thurs

6:30 only!

TfflS WEEKS SPECIALS!
Mention this ad with a party of 4 or more
and receive an appetizer of Mozzarella sticks
free!

$ 3.50 Admission.
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Republicans, Democrats ready for election
by Sarah Gunn

"We decided to come out
Around noon last Friday, a in response to some material that
student walked to the steps of the Democrats were handing out a
Chase Hall, trying to beat the lunch¬ couple of weeks ago. They said that
time traffic. Just before she walked Jim Longley was cutting student
up the stairs, a polite voice asked, loans," Dina Hanna '97 explained.
"Would you like to learn about "We think that it's false, and wanted
Congressman Jim Longley?" She to clarify the truth."
Pelofsky, the president of
was handed a flyer by Eric Darbe
‘97.
the
Bates
Democrats, disA mo¬
ment later, Jer¬
agreed. "We
were talking
emy Pelofsky ‘97
"We'd rather give
about another
approached her.
students a choice. We bill. While he
"Want
to hear the other won't sit back and talk did vote to in¬
side?"
crease student
loans for HRThe stu¬
badly about other
2127, he later
dent accepted the
candidates."
voted to cut
other pamphlet
and
entered -Eric Darbie '97, president student loans,"
he said. "They
Commons read¬
ing both pam¬ of the College Republicans can't argue all
the facts."
phlets at once.
Both
Repre¬
sentatives from the Bates College clubs steered away from negative
Democrats and the Bates College campaigning, however, choosing
Republicans handed out campaign instead to focus on their candidates
flyers on state senatorial candidates and their parties.
"We'd rather give students
and discussed party politics with
passersby last Friday. This ex¬ a choice. We won't sit back and talk
change was the first political dia¬ badly about other candidates.
logue between the two clubs. Both We're going to promote our own,"
have been gearing up for the up¬ Darbe, the president of the College
Republicans, said. "We're trying to
coming Presidential election.

make sure that all sides are heard
on campus. We want people to
know what's going on."
Pelofsky agreed.
"We are not here to be
negative. We're here to promote the

Democratic ticket," he said. "It's a
good civic activity. It's great to see
people becoming aware of the po¬
litical world."
The Republicans and the
Democrats are both planning more

informational campaigns and po¬
litical activities as the election sea¬
son rapidly approaches.
"It's going to be an active
40 days 'til the election," Pelofsky
concluded.

The R.A. holds first meeting, discusses flame ban, club funding
The Representative Assembly, Bates' student governing body, held its first meeting of the year on Monday, Sept.30.
President Richard Holley '97, Vice-President Matthew Velluto '99, Treasurer Rodney Weaver '97, and Secretary Randy
DePaolo '99 greeted the R.A. and explained their duties. Holley then discussed some procedures and duties of the Representa¬
tive Assembly.
Holley then introduced topics that would be covered by the body this year:
The open flame policy, which bans candles in campus housing and buildings, was signed into law this summer. Some
issues include religious beliefs and the feasibility of implementing of the new plan. An open forum on the issue is tentatively
planned for October 14.
Club funding was also introduced as a pressing issue for the '96-'97 term. The R.A. is left with a shortage of money
allocated for clubs, and Holley addressed possible options:
a) increase the base sum of money, and/or
b) find ways to locate money for groups (i.e. Fundraising, etc.)
■ internal business
DePaolo was then unanimously ratified as Secretary of the R.A, and Tamara Bucknell-Pogue '99 and Kiersten Scarpati '97 were selected to sit on Faculty meetings. Sarah
Howland '98 was chosen as an alternate.
Holley then reported that Drake Bradley would like one R.A. rep to attend a meeting with the Congressional Race Opponents and ask questions. Velluto explained that
Bradley would like a student to ask questions specifically on the issue of student loans and funding for loans. Rob Pelkey '98 was selected as Bradley's R.A. representative.
■ open flame ban revisited
The issue of the ban on open flame was again addressed. Holley redefined the policy, which includes blueslipping areas if candles or flames would be used. If candles are
required for religious worship, a blanket blueslip which could be obtained at the Chaplain's office would be needed. The blueslipping process would also include a short film and a
handout on how to safely handle flames.
"Enforcement" was said to include confiscation of burning or recently burned candles after a warning and responsibility for any dorm damage that might occur because of an
open flame.
Questions were raised over the following issues:
1) Whether any documentation exists about the number of campus fires caused by open flames
2) How the Chaplain's office feels about the blueslipping policy
3) Whether maintenance and student dynamics would be strained by the new policy
A suggestion for an ad hoc committee was motioned, seconded, and passed by unanimous consent. Howland was nominated as the committee chair and approved by
unanimous consent. Sign-ups for the open flame ad hoc committee were held after the meeting.
The Open Flame ad hoc Committee will look into an open forum on October 14. It was suggested that this was a busy time, and that the date could possibly be moved.
The question of who should be invited to this forum was discussed and it was suggested that maintenance workers and President Harward should be invited.
Polling professors and those living in off-campus housing was also brought up for attention by the committee.
-Minutes submitted by Randy DePaolo.
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Parents and Families Weekend '96 Schedule
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 4,1996
9 am - 4 pm
Classes open to
Parents: Schedule available at Reg¬
istration.
9 am - 9 pm
Registration
Olin Arts Center
10 am -1:15 pm Lunch ($4.75)
Memorial Commons
3 pm

Lecture
Deborah Hughes Hallett,
professor of mathematics at
Harvard University, on Reflections
on Reforms, a look at what calcu¬
lus and K-12 reform hoped to
achieve, an assessment of what has
been achieved, and what remains
to be done.
104 Hathorn Hall
4 pm

Reception
Sponsored by the Bates
Christian Fellowship.
Hirasawa Lounge
4-5 pm Open Rehearsal
Bates College Choir .
Olin Concert Hall
4:15 pm TGIF Lecture Series
Elizabeth Tobin, associate
professor of history at Bates Col¬
lege, on The Politics of Abortion.
Benjamin E. Mays Center

8 pm

Olin Anniversary Concert
This program, presented
by members of the music faculty,
celebrates the tenth anniversary of
the College's Olin Arts Center. Fol¬
lowed by a reception in the Mu¬
seum of Art, currently exhibiting
works by members of the studio art
faculty. No admission charge, but
we suggest you have your student
make reservations for the concert
at 786-6135, as seating is limited.
Reservations will be held until 7:30
Olin Concert Hall

9:30 am, 10:30 am Two Years in
Twenty Minutes and 11:30 am
A silent time-lapse film depicting
the construction of the Olin Arts
Center as viewed from the opposite
side of Lake Andrews.
105 Olin Arts Center
9:30 and 10 am EdmundS.
Muskie Archives Tours
Christopher M. Beam, Di¬
rector of Muskie Archives
Edmund Muskie Archives
10 am

8 pm

Modem Dance Concert
No reservations necessary.
Seating is on a first-come, firstserved basis.
Schaeffer Theatre
8:30 pm Contradance
Spon¬
sored by the Freewill Folk Society.
Chase Lounge, Chase Hall
9 pm
The Merimanders and
The Deansmen in Concert
No reservations necessary.
College Chapel
9:30 pm Film: "The Truth About
Cats & Dogs"
Filene Room
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 5,1996
7- 10:30 am
Breakfast
charge)
Memorial Commons

(no

Jewish Service
Temple Shalom,
Bradman Street, Auburn

74

10 am Bates Invitational Volley¬
ball Tournament (continues)
Alumni Gym and Gray
Cage
10 am Panel Discussion: The In¬
ternship Experience
Charles Kovacs, Director
of Career Services, leads a panel of
Bates parents involved in hiring
and training and Bates students
who have served internships. Top¬
ics include how an internship expe¬
rience affects hireability, entrance
to graduate school, and first-job
performance.
104 Olin Arts Center

10 am Panel Discussion: The
Bates Environment
4:30 - 6 pmFaculty receptions for
Join Assistant Professor of
students and their families:
Psychology Kathryn GrafLow, In¬
Humanities Division
8- 10 am Parents and families of stitutional Fellow Enid Burrows,
Olin Terrace
students on the ski team are in¬ and Rebecca Cheezum '97, for a dis¬
Natural Sciences and Mathematics vited to bring their breakfast into cussion of the cross-campus survey
Division
the Rowe Room for a chance to they will administer later this
Carnegie Science Hall
meet the coaches.
month. Find outw hichissues
Social Sciences Division and Interdis¬
about Bates they have discovered
ciplinary Programs
8:30 am Jree Walk
that our students want on the table.
Edmund Muskie Archives
The College's landscape
113 Carnegie Science Hall
coordinator, Bill Bergevin, offers a
4:30 - 7 pm Dinner ($6.00)
horticulturalist's view of the Bates 10 am Planetarium Show
Memorial Commons
environment. Comfortable walking
Abigail Gallup '96, Assis¬
shoes are suggested.
tant in Physics. Please sign up for
5 pm
Theater production
Meet at the Benjamin E. reserved seating at the Carnegie
The Robinson Players Mays Center.
Lobby Desk.
present Jean-Paul Sartre's No Exit.
Carnegie Science Hall
No reservations; seating is first- 9 am - noon Registration
come, first-served.
Olin Arts Center Lobby
10 am Thinking About College
Black Box Theater
An information session
9 am
Panel Discussion: Striv¬ about the college admissions
6 pm
Bates Invitational Volley¬ ing toward Diversity: A Conversa¬ process geared toward anyone be¬
ball Tournament
tion about the Recruitment and ginning to think about their own
Alumni Gym and Gray Retention of Students of Color at college choices.
Cage
Bates
Lindholm House
Carmita L. McCoy, Associ¬
7 pm
Lecture: Deborah Hughes ate Dean of Admissionsand Direc¬ 11 am Admissions Open House
Hallett, professor of mathematics tor of Multicultural Recruitment;
Lindholm House
at Harvard, on Why Math Matters. Joanna Lee, Director of Affirmative
204 Carnegie Science Hall Action; Georgia Nigro, Associate 11 am Campus Tour
Professor of Psychology; and James
Leave from Lindholm
7 pm Film: "The Truth About Reese, Associate Dean of Students
Cats & Dogs"
113 Carnegie Science Hall 11 am Women's Soccer vs. Will¬
Sponsored
by
the
iams
Filmboard.
9 am, 10 am and 11 am A Site to
Lafayette Field
Filene Room
Build A Dream On
A multi-image slide pre¬ 11 am Women's Field Hockey vs.
8 pm
Theater Production
sentation of the development of the Williams
The Fever, by Wallace arts at Bates and the construction of
John Bertram Field
Shawn.
the Olin Arts Center.
MuskieRoom(SOLD OUT)
105 Olin Arts Center
11 am Planetarium Show

Gad E. Nestel '98
Please sign up for reserved seating
at the Carnegie Lobby Desk.
Carnegie Science Hall
11:30 am - 1:30 pm Buffet Lun¬
cheon
No admission with Par¬
ents and Families Weekend button.
Merrill Gymnasium
noon

Men's Soccer vs. Williams
Lahey Field

noon - evening Wall to Wall Mu¬
sic
A concert in celebration of
the 10th Anniversary of the Olin
Arts Center. No reservations nec¬
essary. You are invited to drop in
throughout the afternoon and
evening. A concert program will be
posted in Olin on Saturday morn¬
ing.
Olin Concert Hall

lows. No reservations necessary.
Benjamin E. Mays Center
4:00 - 6 pm President's Reception
President's House and
Garden, 256 College Street
4:30 - 7 pm Dinner ($6.00)
Memorial Commons
5 pm

Theater production
The Robinson Players
present Jean-Paul Sartre's No Exit.
No reservations necessary.
Black Box Theater
5:30 - 7 pm Buffet Dinner
By advance reservation
only. (Please note change of time
and location)
Joseph A. Underhill Arena
7 pm
Film: "The Truth About
Cats & Dogs"
Benjamin E. Mays Center
8 pm

1:30 pm Football vs. Williams
Garcelon Field
1:30 - 3:30 pm Poster Session on
Student Research
Over twenty students and
their faculty mentors will be on
hand to discuss their recent research
efforts and display their findings in
a poster exhibition.
Carnegie Science Hall Lobby
1:30 - 2:30 pm Staying in Touch
with Your Student Electronically
Linda Spugnardi, Informa¬
tion Services Ladd Library Instruc¬
tional Room
1:30 - 2:30 pm Study-Abroad Op¬
portunities for Bates Students
Stephen W. Sawyer, Asso¬
ciate Dean of Students
Schaeffer Theatre
1:30 - 2:30 pm Career Counseling
at Bates
A. Charles Kovacs, Direc¬
tor of Career Services
Office of Career Services,
Frye Street
2:30 - 3:30 pm Health Issues for
Students
Christy Tisdale, Health
Services Director
Health Center, Campus
Avenue
2:30 - 3:30 pm Panel Discussion:
Environmental Issues at Bates
Robert Volpi, Director of Dining
Services
Skelton Lounge
2:30 - 3:30 pm Tour of Ladd Library
and an Introduction to the OnLine Catalogue System
Paula Matthews, Associate
Librarian
Ladd Library
3:30 pm Improvisational Comedy
Brought to you by Bates'
improv group, the Strange Bedfel¬

Theater Production
The Fever, by Wallace
Shawn. Muskie Room
(SOLD
OUT)
8 pm

Modern Dance Concert
No reservations taken.
Seating is on a first-come, firstserved basis. Schaeffer Theatre
9 pm
Parents and Families
Weekend Concert
Join your student for a de¬
lightful evening of story and
song by legendary folk artist Arlo
Guthrie.
Gray Cage
9:30 pm Film: "The Truth About
Cats & Dogs"
Benjamin E. Mays Center
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 6,1996
9:30 am College Worship Service
College Chapel
10:30 am - 12:30 Brunch ($5.75)
Memorial Commons
noon

Roman Catholic Mass
College Chapel

2:30 pm Recital
Ryoko Hagiwara, alto, and
Professor James Parakilas, piano, in
a recital of Japanese songs. Mrs.
Hagiwara is an opera singer and the
mother of Taro Hagiwara '97.
Olin Concert Hall
5 pm

Theater production
The Robinson Players
present Jean-Paul Sartre's No Exit.
Black Box Theater
7 & 9:30 pm Film: "The Truth
About Cats & Dogs"
Benjamin E. Mays Center
All events are free of charge with
Parents' and Families Weekend
button (available at Registration),
unless otherwise noted.
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Voices of Question, Choices of Action
Reflections of Student Leaders
For this special "Parents and
Families Weekend" issue we're
taking a look into some specific
student interest groups on campus.
The Multicultural Center, a relatively
new structure at Bates, is known to a
small population as the Multicultural
House. This building is a second
home to many active Bates students
striving to make our campus a little
more alive and a little more aware.
Last year alone, with the help of, the
dynamics of Melanie Mala Ghosh,
former director of Multicultural
Affairs, the multicultural student
interest groups brought over 200
cultural events to Bates College.
Photo by Michelle Chong
An International Club Dinner at The Multicultural Center
In the following pages, a few
individuals who have served in
coordinating and board positions discuss the personal reconciliation and the delicate, empowering,
complicated and difficult process of growth, definition, coalition and coordination.

Apathy like you've never tested, a legacy of nebulous proportions, ignorance,
fitted tight silence, cacophonous voice and the retrospect of seasoned fighters.

Understanding “differentness;” misunderstanding tolerance
by Linda Johnson
You may have seen the post¬
ers around campus for a movie se¬
ries, questioning your sexuality
meetings, or lectures. You may also
have seen announcements in the
daily about general meetings and
G.L.B.A. (Gay Lesbian and Bi¬
sexual Alliance) sponsored outings,
or bar-b-ques. I'm sure that most
everyone at Bates has heard of the
G.L.B.A. However, all that the or¬
ganization does or the function that

it serves on the Bates campus may
still be a mystery to many. I know
that the organization means differ¬
ent things to different people. For
me, G.L.B.A. has played an impor¬
tant part in my Bates experience.
As a first year student at Bates
I, like many others, was met with
many new experiences. Some were
positive new opportunities, while
others were challenging realiza¬
tions to face. As a first year I felt
very conscious about being part of
a group and accepted in my new
surroundings. I feel this is true for

many new students, as demon¬
strated by the "herds" of new stu¬
dents which religiously make their
way to dinner at Commons for the
first several weeks of school.
However, during my first sev¬
eral months at Bates I felt alone and
isolated. I had not yet come to a full
realization of my sexual orientation
or how feelings of being a lesbian
placed me in relation to the Bates
community. I was very sensitive to
any comments which my roommate
or others in my first year center
would make about sexuality in gen¬

eral, and to remarks about gays
and lesbians which, in some cases,
I considered homophobic. It is
very difficult to express in words
the tremendous feelings of isola¬
tion and "differentness" which I
felt during my first year, and oc¬
casionally still do feel, here at
Bates. I have talked to other gay,
lesbian, bisexual and questioning
students and many have ex¬
pressed similar feelings.
I don't think I have met one
person here at Bates who has not
at one time felt alone here. How¬

ever, dealing with feelings of iso¬
lation and insecurity about being
rejected by newly made friends be¬
comes even harder when the stu¬
dent often cannot talk about these
feelings and fears with the usual
support networks of family and
friends. I was in this very situation
during my first months at Bates. I
had not yet come out to my par¬
ents and very few of my friends
from home knew of my feelings of
being a lesbian. I was intimidated
Continued on Page 10
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Shuffling Days and Decisions
by Allie Gillen
• Pre-Bates
In high school I knew I was a
feminist because, as the saying
goes, people always called me
that when I differentiated myself
from a doormat. I myself didn't
consider my views to be very
radical or necessarily overtly
feminist, but others seemed to
make that distinction on their
own. I looked forward to attend¬
ing a college which claimed to
have an "egalitarian" philosophy
of education, with a long history
of racial "tolerance" and the first
New England liberal arts college
to admit female students from its
commencement. In addition, I
eagerly anticipated becoming an
active member of a feminist/
women's organization on cam¬
pus. I signed up for Women's Ac¬
tion Coalition (WAC) at the activ¬
ities fair with a sense of excite¬
ment and hope. Initially, I at¬
tended the weekly meetings regu¬
larly and felt a great sense of em¬
powerment because, for the first
time in my life, I was meeting and
tattling with other women my
own age who, like me, had a
strong desire to work towards di¬
minishing oppression, specifi¬
cally with regard to gender. Also,
those meetings were the first time
I'd ever been in a room with a
group of just women, and that
feeling and realization alone were
amazing. Eventually, however, I

grew impatient and, at times even
disgusted, with some of the
group's episodes. So, I took a hia¬
tus from the group and only re¬
turned when I got a voicemail mes¬
sage asking members for sugges¬
tions of how things could be im¬
proved for next year. I felt I could
give suggestions and constructive
criticism for how things might run
more smoothly the following year.
Little did I know that my intended
suggestions would lead to becom¬
ing a coordinator of the group.
• Reasons to Coordinate
Basically, I became one of
three (there were initially four) co¬
ordinators of WAC because there
was no one else still attending
meetings who was going to be
available the coming year. Al¬
though I did have a desire to take
part in WAC the following year, I
felt an obligation and a sense of
guilt that propelled me to accept
the responsibility. The guilt factor
came into play when the coordi¬
nators at the time, all sophomores
who were planning to study
abroad the next year, essentially
looked straight at the four of us
who were going to be at Bates
while asking, "Who wants to run
WAC?" There was almost no es¬
caping the commitment. Unfortu¬
nately, in retrospect, I can now see
that we three coordinators did a
similar thing because it was just so
difficult to solicit leadership from
a group of students.

• Inheriting the Organization
I returned to Bates my
sophomore year with little enthu¬
siasm and absolutely no knowl¬
edge of how to run a student
group. We coordinators were all
in the same situation, which was
slightly comforting, but one by
one, the four coordinators felt less
and less inclined to lead an orga¬
nization, to the point where one
completely relinquished any
commitment to the group. None
of us wanted major involve¬
ment in coordinating this
group, but someone had to do
it; and besides, we had several
thousand dollars delegated to
our budget, which can pretty
much prevent any student group
from folding. Additionally, be¬
cause we were not "chosen" to
become coordinators until late
Spring of the previous year, we
had no experience whatsoever in
coordinating activities, organiz¬
ing meetings, budgeting events,
and purchases. In addition to all
these major responsibilities, we
were completely clueless as to
how to do all the little things that
make the major things come to¬
gether, including voicemail mes¬
sages, obtaining keys to the office
we had never seen before, and
making photocopies at the CSA
office (that's the Coordinator of
Student Activities for those who
are not student group coordina¬
tors or avid blueslippers). Other

Batesies in the Nation s capital

Photo courtesy of Allie Gillen

student coordinators told us
about a month after classes had
. started that most of this informa¬
tion could be obtained from the
almighty "blue folder" which is
prepared and available for stu¬
dent coordinators. "Where was
this folder? How do we get one?
And why didn't anyone tellrus
about this before?" These were
just a few of the thoughts running
through my already jumbled
mind.

events and learning how to do all
of the things we had not known
before, the three coordinators grew
to feel a sense of confidence and
empowerment. For myself, I felt
good knowing that I was actually
doing something and providing
resources and activities for other
people who needed or wanted to
utilize them. I didn't coordinate
WAC for my resume, I did it in or¬
der to educate and heighten aware¬
ness for others as much as myself.
Furthermore, I learned the innerworkings of Bates; never before or
since coordinating WAC have I felt
such an awareness and access to
information regarding what and
how things happen at Bates. I be¬
came a regular at the CSA office
(many thanks to Claire) and more
of my time was devoted to WAC
per week than to any one class.
Never before had I realized my ca¬
pacities as an individual. This con¬
sciousness helped me to be able to
manage coordinating WAC, being
a DJ for WRBC, and volunteering
for Abused Women's Advocacy
Project (AWAP), while simulta¬
neously accomplishing Dean's List
grades in my classes. Time manage¬
ment was essential, and I was suc¬
cessful in allowing for all of the
above while attending more cam¬
pus events (mostly sponsored by
groups involved in the Multicul¬
tural Center) than I thought could
possibly exist. I learned an incred¬
ible amount of "real world" invalu¬
able skills while I was a WAC co¬
ordinator, including an under¬
standing of the workings of an in¬
stitution such as Bates, organizing
lectures, concerts, workshops,
marches, proposing a budget,
working within that budget, etc. I
often think that it is unfair of the
Bates College administration to al¬
low student coordinators, espe¬
cially for groups as active as those
involved in the Multicultural Cen¬
ter, to be denied credits that can
count towards graduation. It seems
unjust and discriminating to ask
students to sacrifice so much time
and energy in order to coordinate

• The Untold Legacy of the
Group
Due to the fact none of the
three coordinators had signifi¬
cant involvement with the group
the previous year, and perhaps
because it never was talked about
in meetings, we inherited an or¬
ganization with a difficult and
controversial past. We were com¬
pletely unaware of this until
Melanie Ghosh, the newly hired
Coordinator of Multicultural Af¬
fairs and former student and
group organizer at Bates (to
whom we owe innumerable
thanks!), sat down the three co¬
ordinators and informed us of
past conflicts within the group,
namely racism and prejudice
within the group and lack of rec¬
ognizing women of color as con¬
tributors to the group, especially
in the organization of activities
for past International Women's
Week. This was a difficult issue
to deal with because WAC is
(was?) a group of primarily white
women. Perhaps this is a reflec¬
tion of the lack of racial diversity
at Bates, but more likely it is due
to the racism and tokenizing
within WAC. This issue also
made being a part of the newly
created Multicultural Center dif¬
ficult, and we frequently tried to
prove ourselves in order to com¬
pensate for being white women.

• Empowerment as Leaders and
Realizing Our Capacities
Bobcats at the Young Feminists Conference and Rally Against Violence Against Women
Photo courtesy of Allie Gillen

Despite, or maybe because
of, these difficulties, and together
with problems of organizing

Continued on Page 12
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Where is the change?
by Rebecca Shankman
The word excite: to put into
motion or activity; stir up; to
arouse the feelings or passions of.
Fall semester, 1995 ... I was ex¬
cited. Being the president of the
Jewish Cultural Community, I
was going to arouse not only my
feelings and passions for Juda¬
ism, but every other JCC
member's as well. There was a
definite zeal and interest
throughout the month of Sep¬
tember and I believed my goals
would be realized. My first few
weeks on campus last fall were
filled with leadership confer¬
ences, meetings with the Multi¬
cultural Center coordinator,
Melanie Mala Ghosh, about my
aspirations for JCC and problems
within the group, meetings with
Assistant Chaplain Wes Avram
to talk about how the college
could assist us, returning phone
calls, writing letters, and of
course JCC dinners and meet¬
ings. We were going to change
the way things in JCC had al¬
ways been done.
The excitement of being the
coordinator of a student group
on campus lasts only so long. The

visions I had were quickly
clouded over as the group's apa¬
thy set in. Fewer and fewer
people had time to come to the
meetings. While delegating re¬
sponsibility, I suddenly had a
choice of 3 or 4 people to turn
to, rather than the 20 enthusiasts
who were at the first meeting.
"Okay, so maybe change
doesn't take place that quickly,"
I thought. The real question I be¬
gan to ask myself was, "Does
change really ever take place?"
What better forum for change
than a college campus? How¬
ever, it's also a time when
people spread themselves too
thin. We all thought we'd be
able to count on more people
than we actually could. We ac¬
complished some great things in
that one semester. We were able
to provide alternative worship
services for Yom Kippur so that
students who felt the syna¬
gogues in the area were con¬
stricting would have an outlet
in which to pray. We blew the
shofar on the steps of Hathom
to symbolize the ending of the
ten days of atonement. With
each of these accomplishments,
as well as with our failures, I

Jewish Cultural Community
learned how many cooperative,
active people it takes to run an or¬
ganization.
Being the coordinator of JCC
also made me think about orga¬
nized religion in our society. I al' ways knew where I fit in to my
religion, or so I thought, yet I
never knew so many different
opinions existed in a group which
identifies as one. There are many
different ways of being Jewish.
There exist thousands of ways of
praying, different ways of cook¬
ing holiday foods depending on
what region of the world the Jew
is from, different political beliefs,
even different pronunciations of
the same Hebrew word. There is
a saying that if you have 2 Jewish
people in a room, you'll have at
least 3 opinions. I think in our case
it was many more than that, and
pleasing everyone's wishes was
often impossible. I knew that I
wanted JCC to give me every¬
thing I needed regarding my Ju¬
daism, and I knew how to obtain
it. However, I had no idea how to
give each person what he or she
wanted. It especially made it dif¬
ficult when nobody voiced his or
her opinions.
I decided there are so many

facets to Judaism that I could not
appease everyone, and could not
try to do it during my senior year.
I think being a leader of a reli¬
gious group is a unique position
to hold. I was not merely a coor¬
dinator of a student club. It was
assumed I could provide to the
Jewish community at Bates what
a synagogue supplies to its mem¬
bers. However, I don't have the
professional training that would
help to accomplish that. I'm now

a twenty-one year old woman
with a strong Jewish back¬
ground, but who has just as
many doubts and questions
about her Judaism as the next
person; unfortunately, I do not
posses the answers to those que¬
ries. In this, my senior year at
Bates, I do not have the mental
strength and stamina to attempt
to provide the answers for other
Jews at Bates.

From hesitation to who I am: G.L.B.A.
Continued from Page 8
by the finality of going to a G.L.B. A.
meeting, but I was becoming more
and more smothered by the blan¬
ket of silence which compulsory
heterosexuality had thrown over
me when I arrived at Bates.
Initially, I went to a "question¬
ing your sexuality" meeting. I told
my roommate I was going to the
library and, backpack on, I ven¬
tured into Hirasawa lounge. The
feeling of relief was wonderful. I
talked to the other women who
were there about the feelings to¬
wards the Bates environment and
my confusion about my sexual ori¬
entation. They could relate.
When I passed one of the
women I had met in the meeting
the next day, we just smiled at each
other and walked on, but the sense
of being accepted and of belonging
which came over me was enor¬
mous. Later in the semester, one of
the women in the group convinced
me to go with her to a G.L.B.A.
meeting. I was a bit intimidated
when we first walked in, to a room
which was mostly dominated by
juniors and seniors, but I spotted
another first-year whom I recog¬
nized across the circle. After the
meeting was over we walked back
to his dorm and talked outside the
Linda Johnson '97 .

door in the cold night for 20 min¬
utes about our experiences at
Bates.
I have gone religiously to al¬
most every G.L.B.A. meeting
since. As my sense of who I am
and what my sexual orientation is
has become more grounded and
secure and I have gradually come
out to all around me, my involve¬
ment in the organization has also
grown. My sophomore year I was
a very hesitant secretary and did
not want my name printed in the
list of organizational leaders put
out by the college. I was a co-coordinator along with two other
students my first semester junior
year, and now I again hold that
position with two other students.
I have seen the organization
change quite a bit over the years
which I have been involved in it.
Now there are more members
from all of the classes (first year
through senior) and I feel the at¬
mosphere is less elitist and hope¬
fully less intimidating.
I have made many wonderful
friends in G.L.B. A. and value the
feeling of belonging and accep¬
tance which I feel when I do things
with these friends and with
G.L.B.A. as an organization. I do
not know that I would go so far as
to say that Bates is an intolerant
place. Actually, sometimes I feel

Bates is too tolerant, and not ac¬
cepting or respectful enough of
differences. I often wonder if stu¬
dents realize the position they may
put others in when they make ste¬
reotypical blanket statements
about gays and lesbians, or com¬
ments which are not homophobic
but which imply compulsory het¬
erosexuality. There is a difference
between making a statement
which is outright homophobic and
assuming that every woman one
meets has a boyfriend (or is look¬
ing for one) or every man one
meets has a girlfriend (or is look¬
ing for one). This is what I mean
when I say 'respectful of differ¬
ence.' When people are aware on
a daily basis that we are not all
alike and accept that this diversity
is valuable, they are respectful of
difference. I feel Bates students
need to have more respect for dif¬
ference and not rely solely on tol¬
erance, which implies that some¬
thing will be tolerated, but is not
legitimate enough to be accepted.
For me, and I believe for many
other gay, lesbian and bisexual stu¬
dents at Bates, the G.L.B.A. is more
than an organization which runs
movies and brings speakers. For
me, the group acts as a support
network, and is a place where I am
accepted and where I can be proud
of who I am.
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Is this my place ?
Amandla!: My People
by Damion Frye
I am Black. But unless you were
a close friend of mine or a mem¬
ber of the Black community on
campus, you wouldn't know
that. It's okay. I mean, it's so¬
cially conditioned within all of
us, Black people included, to as¬
sume that Blackness is defined
by skin color. In fact, I actually
enjoy correcting people when
they define me as Caucasian. The
whole race thing is actually sort
of a childish game. But as the ste¬
reotype goes, "Black people are
good at games." Well, anyway, I
am Black.
Mulatto - a person of bi-racial
descent. Having parents of two
different racial origins.

I grew up with my mother
and stepfather, (who are Cauca¬
sian) separated from my father
(who is Black). Luckily, ipy
mother created a household
which allowed me to define my
own race and my own percep¬
tion of myself. For a while I tried
to escape my Blackness, and, be¬
lieve me, I tried hard. But, all the
while, something kept burning
inside of me. Once I transferred
to public school and became
aware of racism, I finally began
to see myself as I do now, a Black
man. So I embraced my people,
my heritage, and those "spirits of
Africa" past which guide me in
thought and strength. So you
see, it's not only Uncle Sam who
defines me as being Black, it's
also my- self.
Langston Hughes called me
tragic, i ain't tragic, i'm me.
Check one please: Black _ White_

Latino_
Asian/Pacific Islander_
Native American_
Other_
Mulatto, mmm don't see it here.
Maybe to every institution, including
Bates, my heritage is lumped into the
other category- meaning it exists but
it really doesn't matter, i think it damn
for sure matters. Cause right along
with the Africans, those children con¬
ceived by African queens who were
raped or had a genuine interracial love,
built this country. But we don't read
about that do we? We don't read about
or want to accept that Black and
Caucasian heroines are mulatto. 'Cause
it hurts. It hurts to change that with
which we have become comfortable. It
hurts to remind Black people that
Frederick Douglass, W.E.B. DuBois,
Bob Marley, and Zora Neal Hurston
were all mulatto. It hurts to remind
those Caucasian Russians that the
grandfather of Alexander Pope, the
Russian poet-laureate, was a Nigerian.
So, I came to this little, very
Caucasian, school in Maine (believe
me, I'm still tryin' to figure that one
out), and presented myself to the
members of Amandla! as, who I
am: a Black man. Although it took
some time for me to be accepted as
a brother, that time came and I was
made to feel accepted into the Black
community at Bates. I don't think
I told you yet but I "love me some
Black folks." It is with them I felt
accepted and comfortable. It is
with them that I shared a common
history. It is with them that I felt
empowered.
hi i'm herefor the Amandla! meet¬
ing "Well, uh we hold monthly meet¬
ings for campus wide discussions" yes

i know but i was told by Dean
$%#A&@ that i was supposed to be
here Sunday at four o'clock "Oh ...
well I was just making sure that you
were a student of African descent."
Mulatto former Bates student)
Mulatto, yes i am real, i do
exist. See me, visualize my race.
"Pardon me sir, american racial
identity doesn't want any more cat¬
egories. " So mr. slechenger where
doi then fit in? no answer - well i
guess that means'-i have to choose.
Well i could be Caucasian. But i
would have that fire inside me burn¬
ing the walls of my heart. Well, i
could be Black. Time out, foul, in¬
fraction, i broke the rules, i couldn't
be that, i just don't look it .i mean
no Black person would think that i
am Black. And all my life i've been
told that i have two perspectives on
everything. As far as i know i only
have my own and my people's. The
only problem is i destroy all cat¬
egorizations so my people won’t ex¬
ist until the 2000 census.

Does anyone ever think about
what goes into an event on the
Bates campus? Maybe if you've
put one together, you do. I'm not
just talking about a Den Terrace or
a semiformal shindig. How about
conferences or lectures, artists or
performers? Does anyone remem¬
ber seeing an installation exhibit
in Chase Hall in the Spring of
1994? You know, big bamboo cu¬
bic structures erected in the onceBen Mays gallery. If you knew
what went into that, you'd think I
was crazy to become a moderator
of Sangai Asia the next year.
For the average CommonsJulie Kim '97
visiting-Batesie, the installation
Photo by Amanda Hinnant exhibit appeared miraculously

best from me. I damn for sure
wasn't going to let any of my
people down.
You're right, I'm not Black nor am I
white. But I am Black enough to lead
Amandla! and its peoples. And I am
white enough to.... well we will leave
that one alone.

At the end of my first year I
was elected to become a mem¬
ber of the new Amandla! board.
This was the greatest honor I
could have received. My people,
my brothers and sisters, wanted
me to aid in leading the group
to new levels of power and
strength. This was a job that I
was ready for and that I knew I
would succeed in fulfilling.
"I mean we've been sitting here
discussing whether or not schools
should have an Afrocentric or a
Multicultural base curriculum; and
there's no one Black in the class."
Caucasian Bates student)
I couldn't wait until my
sophomore year began and
when it did the aspirations that
I had for Amandla! were dashed
Damion Frye '98

J ust a glimpse into One Tough Task
by Julie Kim

by the growing pains of a chang¬
ing organization. Basically, one
person would do all the work for
the organization and not help del¬
egate the responsibilities or no one
would volunteer to do any work at
all. All five of the board members
fell victim to these actions and were
unable to maintain the necessary
community within the group itself.
During the period of time in which
I was "doin' all the work" I really
didn't mind it. These are my
people and my people deserve the
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over the course of a few days.
Those square maroon blocks with
circular cushions that were more
like bag holders than chairs van¬
ished from sight. Students had to
find a new place to put their stuff.
Instead, there were two bamboo
cubic structures, maybe 6'x6'x6' or
so. There were black and white
cards hanging from within them,
bearing names of the JapaneseAmerican internment camps. The
exhibit was called "Executive Or¬
der 9066." Then, maybe after you
heard the lecture or saw its an¬
nouncement in the Daily, the struc¬
tures disappeared and you could
once again put your stuff in the
Mays gallery while you dined.
What you might have missed
were the following:

1 ) The hassle with finding a
space big enough to accommodate
the exhibit. Little did we, as Sangai
Asia officers, know that the Olin
Arts Gallery books up its space
more than a year in advance .
Thankfully, reserving the presiden¬
tial suite on campus for guest lec¬
turers is less difficult.
2 ) Getting the artist and the
artwork to Bates. She drove up
from Boston and we unpacked ma¬
terials in the dark. Odd how the
chairs disappeared overnight,
right?
' 3) Erecting the pieces recruited
helpers, cut wires, drill holes, nail
wood pegs, tie threads with the art¬
ist. Imagine working with the fear
of (! ) breaking part of the exhibit
with the artist by your side
4) Learning about the artist. We

Photo by Amanda Hinnant

conversed with her as she dined,
worked, and lectured. As officers
we tried to be diplomatic about
vandalism at Bates. Her gallery
was trashed and she ultimately
wrote a Letter to the Editor of The
Student.
5) You might have missed her
lecture and a video on all the other
exhibits she's done around the
world.
6) Deconstruction day!!! Time
to send the exhibit back. Not as
easy as it sounds or as she made it
sound. "Simply snip all comer cop¬
per wires and folo every bamboo
pole diagonally." I remember hear¬
ing 'Cccrack' as bamboo poles split
down the middle. How were we
supposed to get those things into
the van anyway?
Continued on Page 12
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One woman’s work:
Continued from Page 9
student groups which serve as a
way to educate other students
about different forms of prejudice
that exist at Bates and around the
globe. The time and energy in¬
volved in such organizing is an
excellent form of experiential
learning and is often of greater
quantity than that put into actual
academic classes. In addition, I
think the empowerment we three
WAC coordinators gained from
this experience has led us to feel
like leaders and this may be the
impetus behind the fact that all
three of us have continued on in
leadership positions in student or¬
ganizations other than WAC.
A Retrospective Perspective
Now that I have had a few
years to grow and recover, I look
back to my WAC coordinating
days with pride. It was certainly

Speeding with Sangai Asia

Womens Action Coalition

the biggest challenge I've faced
while at Bates. I know I made mis¬
takes in organizing and that I can
never claim to be free of all the
prejudice I've been taught through
institutions and the media, but I
feel that I came out of WAC with a
heightened awareness and in¬
creased sensitivity of institutional¬
ized prejudice and power. I am
thankful to Bates to have granted
me the opportunity and financial
and social capabilities to have or¬
ganized and taken part in some
truly unforgettable events which
include: witnessing Cherrie
Moraga's reading of her prose in
the voice and inflection they were
intended to be; Ani DiFranco's
powerful and breathtaking perfor¬
mance in the intimacy of the Ben
Mays Center, a successful Take
Back the Night March in which a
relatively large crowd marched
through the streets during a rain¬
storm as a means to oppose vio¬
lence against women; attending
the ninth Maine Women's Studies

Conference for which Angela
Davis gave an amazing keynote
speech regarding California's
Proposition 187; seeing and dis¬
cussing just some of the hardships
of domestic violence in the award
winning documentary film, De¬
fending Our Lives; raising money
for and partake in AWAP's Win¬
ter Walk Against Violence; and at¬
tending the NOW (National Or¬
ganization of Women) sponsored
Ypung Feminist Conference and
Rally Against Violence Against
Women in Washington, DC. De¬
spite the hardships and the many
tears I cried, the knowledge and
sense of pride I gained as a WAC
coordinator are unmatched any
other experiences I've ever had at
Bates, not to mention that I made
some wonderful friends. It was
definitely worth it.

Thy weekly horoscope

Motivations to Return
Continued from Page 11

7) Returning Mays Gallery
back to normal; not a problem.
Thanks to the helpful mainte¬
nance staff, the smoking lounge
was reestablished and the ma¬
roon chairs were back in no time.
8) Transporting the dissected
exhibit back to its home in Bos¬
ton. This took two tries. The first
time, the moderator and I wound
up in a busted, no-radioed, over¬
heating rental van on 1-95 South.
We still had the exhibit when we
returned to Bates. “Better luck
next time," people said. "But I'm
not going with you," they added.
The second time, the moderator,
accompanied by a generous
member, managed to return, mi¬

nus one large and broken art ex¬
hibit, but with an $88, speeding
ticket - a token from the Maine state
police to Dina "Was that a cop?"
Hanna.
Nevertheless, Sangai Asia offic¬
ers eventually passed that ordeal
and moved onto another. We had
other things to take care of an an¬
nual tri-college conference, work¬
shops, films. Parties, budget, meet¬
ings, meetings, and meetings...
Have you ever thought about what
goes into coordinating a Bates or¬
ganization? I became moderator of
Sangai Asia for 1994-95.

I think we did fewer art exhib¬
its that year..

. „_

... looking tnrougfn tne Cat s eyes

Libra (September 23rd-October 22nd): Don't live in a hole. Peek your head out with some more regularity; it'll serve you well.
Scorpio

(October 23rd-November 21st): Parents weekend, Scbmarents weekend.

Sagittarius
Capricorn
Aquarius

(November 22nd-December 21st): Laughter is tbe best medicine, even if you feel pissed at virtually everyone around you

(December 22nd-January 19tb): It’s all a little bad luck, I swear; don’t pay any attention, shake it off.

(January20th-February 18th): Back on track baby, that s the way to do it. But, by tbe way, you’re not as smooth talkin’ as you think you are.

f
Pisces
Aries

(Feb ruary 19th-March 20th): What are you, everyone’s best friend or something? Take some time off for you.

(March 21st-April 19th): I’m glad that you’re feeling a little more grounded this week, it’s time to get your ass in gear.

Taurus

(April 20th-May 20th): Hey, where’d you go last week? Ob, I know too many off-campus parties. Listen, in terms of Parents Weekend, it’s no sweat, kill the

with kindness.

Gemini

(May 21st-June 20th): Don't make to many swift assumption about things you know nothing about lovin’...

Hey, listen, everyone’s parents are weird.

Cancer

(June 21st-July 22nd): It’s okay to be happy about happy things; that is, only if you’re really happy. This is the

week to take exams. Your mind is clear and focused.

Leo

(July 23rd-August 22nd): There’s someone who’s counting on you: make your decisions wisely. You're pretty fresh

talkin' this week.

Capricorn (December 22nd-January 19th): Just because you feel like you’re going to die every time you leave Commons
doesn’t mean that you’re lactose intolerant. Hey, Arlo Guthrie’s in town; paint the town red.

Virgo

'

(August 23rd-September 22nd): Fresh start, fresh start. Don’t get pissed at your parents if they forgot your stuff.

Don’t try to be a perfectionist if you’re not one.
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In last week’s editorial, the Student took the position that we were wholeheartedly opposed to the open
flame policy, offended by its manner of implementation, and disheartened by the lack of regard for student
concerns demonstrated by its passage. I agreed with all of these elements, but feel that it is important to
explicate one step further some of the conceivable repercussions of the policy. In the editorial, we explained
how we were offended by the policy. Here, I seek to explain (as was done to some extent in an editorial last
year, but apparently either overlooked or ignored by school administrators) why the policy is offensive.
To begin with, I would like to address the issue of the scale of what is being discussed. Some might
wonder why it is that candles are so important. After all, isn’t it a mere inconvenience that we can no longer
choose what we want in our own room? It doesn’t threaten our very being, does it?
I think such arguments miss the point entirely. One must recognize that all losses of freedom begin as
minor inconveniences. So I cannot say what I want. It’s not as if I’m physically harmed. So I must submit
to seizures. If I am not breaking any laws, why should I have anything to hide?
But you see, when it comes down to it, the candles are not what is at issue. I have never lit a candle in
my room. Yet, I am extremely disturbed by this policy. I am not concerned about the loss of light. Lamps
can suffice. I am disturbed about who is dictating the policy, and why.
The College does own the buildings. This is true. But that fact does not end the issue. One can ask:
who owns the college? More important than this, though, is the issue of possession of space. While the
College may have a deed to the properties, I think a general principle one could abide by is that when I move
into a room, with payment being made on that room, that for the period of time I am there, that space has
become mine. The College may own land, but it has no right to own me.
With the institution of a regulation such as this one, though, personal sovereignty is called into ques¬
tion. There are the surrounding issues. Does the fact that the college does not allow open flames give them
the right to (as I have heard they may/ seek to) seize candles on sight, even when they are not actually
burning, merely on the pretense that they could be burnt? And what sort of reporting procedures are planned
for this? Are they going to be peaking in my windows? (And why should I be offended if they were?
Wouldn’t that just be a mere inconvenience?)
But there is also the larger issue: that the College does not trust students to make a decision for
themselves. Mind you, we are not talking about something outrageous, such as gun ownership or drugs or
some sort of electrical experiment. We are talking about something that ordinary citizens do every day (with
no government intervention felt necessary).
The College claims that it is necessary because of health and safety risks. Yet, why is it a health risk at
the College and not in the real world (unless a certain judgment is being passed on students ...). And why
with a blue slip does the risk suddenly disappear? Does it not seem that some sort of rational correlation is
being made, one that has absolutely no basis in fact?
The College claims that it wants to avoid liability. That is the biggest bag of bullshit I’ve ever heard.
On that basis, you could take away any right, impose any mistrust, ban any product, take away any opportu¬
nity. In order for the College to have liability, it would need to be shown that the Cr .lege had responsibility.
But if we are adults, then we are responsible for ourselves (and even, hypothetically were we less than
capable, the College could have us sign disclaimers — but even the thought of this shows the complete
ridiculousness of the whole issue). The only reason why the College might feel it necessary to take respon¬
sibility through a ban was if, in its eyes, we were in some way incapable of making this choice for ourselves.
And here the College is making a judgment on me: who I am and what I am capable of. One is of a
different standard for ordinary citizens, or for someone living in say, an apartment building. They are not
doing it for my safety: I am quite capable of lighting a match myself. I promise. They are doing it out of a
parochial claim for my safety.
I do not intend to let my freedoms pass so lightly. I do not intend to feel for every second I am at Bates
that I am willing to accept the judgment that the College makes, that I am not capable of lighting a match, of
containing candles in my room. I value freedom too highly to demean it like that, and I know too well the
lessons of history: that the slightest freedoms are always the easiest ways to stake grabs at the larger prin¬
ciples.
I have never lit a candle at Bates before. But the day this policy goes into effect, I will. And you, the
wise ones, the responsible ones, the capable ones, the enforcers: what are you going to do? Are you going
to sit in my room and watch me? And if I am caught, what are you going to do? Are you going to throw me
out for lighting a candle in my own room? Or merely impose one of the cop-out punishments, like the fines
that are arbitrarily and quietly tacked onto tuition bills, the easiest way of avoiding due process?
Just remember: it may be your building, but it is my space. And you’re stepping on it.
-

Jeremy Breningstall

In light of a student tripping on an untied shoelace on the quad, and thereby stubbing
his toenail, the College has decided to introduce a new series of safety regulations to
protect students in loco parentis, or perhaps just in loco. On the way:

%

1) Knives and forks eliminated from Commons so as to prevent accidental stabbing.
State penitentiary residents brought in to provide tips for living in life safety zones.
2) Hot water is eliminated from Bates showers, so as to prevent students from burn¬
ing themselves.
3) All meat served in Commons is now to be served pre-chewed, so students don't
choke while trying to eat and speak at the same time. Agile birds have been hired to
do the job. One position is still open. Worm experience preferred.
4) Soap is eliminated from Bates showers, so as to prevent students from slipping.
5) Driving education requirement expanded to include all vehicles, whether they be
owned by the College or by private individuals, and whether they be real or imagi¬
nary. $20 fine for those caught driving without a license. $10 fine for those caught
dreaming without a license.
6) Water is eliminated from Bates showers, so as to prevent students from drowning
themselves.
7) Straps borrowed from Eurorail to keep students from falling off bunkbed. Resident
Counselors tuck them in at night, checking their seat belts, fulfilling role formally
only administered by flight stewardesses.
8) President Harward announces with Mr. Weaver the introduction of the B-V-chip, as
a means of response for parents towards mounting violence on BCTV.
9) Michael Jackson invited to campus to lecture on air inhalation preventation tech¬
niques. Free face masks provided at health center.
10) Car alarms inserted into Bobcat ears so as to prevent kids from bumping heads.
Doubles as tornado warning device.
-

Jeremy Breningstall
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Looking at the facts: Election ’96
by Deborah L. Jones
As we enter the final month
before the 1996 Presidential
elections, the hype and hysteria are
reaching a predictable high. Every
television
ad,
soundbyte,
newspaper article, and sign that
flies by seems to add yet one more
position to the last minute push for
a candidate or against another. Yet
despite the confusion, it is
important to keep the candidates
and their parties foremost, and
above the hubbub. Opinions are
simply that— but they cannot be
substituted for statements of fact.
In response to an article
printed in the previous edition of
The Student, and as a member of

the College Republicans (the few
but the genuinely proud), I would
like to present a few facts and
inevitably add a few opinions of
my own. Choosing a candidate for
president is not a task to be taken
lightly; I urge you to put careful
thought into your own opinions.
And above all, get out there on
Tuesday, November 5, and VOTE!!!
Political parties are not
faceless stone walls. There are all
sorts of people from many
different backgrounds and many
schools of thought involved. To
assume that all adherents to any
given political party are absolute
believers of every platform issue
generated by that party would be
rather silly, if for no other reason

than the one mentioned above.
And thus the thought that a party
would attempt to exclude those
Who didn't agree with every idea
would seem equally absurd,
especially if the party would have
any desire to succeed. Well,
moving from this to the issue at
hand: the portrait of the
Republican Party painted by Mr.
O'Leary's article would suggest
that they are aiming to be such an
exclusive party. Aside from the fact
that this would make getting a
President back into the White
House impossibly difficult,
keeping members would prove to
be an amazing challenge. Thus, it
Continued on Page 17
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Another perspective on a burning question
by Shawn P. O’Leary
The student body of Bates
college is coming together, unified
with the common goal of
defending
their
liberties,
protecting the interests of the
common good, vanquishing some
atrocious concept. Are they
fighting for the homeless, against
crime or unemployment? No, the
student body of Bates is prepared
to go to war over—now let me get
this straight— the sacred right to
burn a candle. I'm sure that many
Bates students feel that this is
indicative of some sinister plot to
undermine the freedoms of those
in campus housing. My only
response to this is: Grow up!

Even though we feel like we
own the rooms we live in, we
don't.
They belong to the
institution known as Bates College.
As owners and proprietors of the
campus housing the officials of the
college have every right to make
and enforce policies which best
protect their interests, which in this
case are the residence buildings
and the students who reside within
them. Remember, every year we
sign a contract that states that the
student body shall abide by the
rules set forth regarding student
housing. Surely the students of
Bates College have the ability and
maturity to honor that contract.
This is a decision made in the
best interests of the entire Bates
community.
Consider the

following scenario: A candle starts
a fire that burns down one of the
houses on Frye street. One student
from a room separate from the
origin of the fire perishes in the
flames. Shortly after the student's
funeral, the family begins to
question why Bates, unlike many
other schools, lacks a policy that
bans open flames in campus
residences. The school replies,
"Well we didn't want to interfere
with the student body's right to
bum candles." It's enough to make
the salivary glands of any lawyer
work overtime.
This issue is really based upon
liability. Before the ban Bates could
have been held liable for the
consequences of open flames; now
that liability is put on the student.
And why not? Is it not one of the

Even though we
feel like we own the
rooms we live in,
we don't
.

goals of a successful college career
to become independent and accept
personal responsibility for our
actions?
How can we call
ourselves mature students if we
are too unreasonable to see that
opgn flames are a health and safety
risk?
I know that many students feel
that this decision fails to treat them
like adults. Adults, however, are

not exempt from making costly
mistakes or being the cause of
deadly accidents. Besides, the first
step in becoming an adult is to stop
complaining about not being
treated like one. Thus far the
student reaction to the ban has
been that of a spoiled five year old
in Toys 'R' Us who has just been
told that he can't have the latest
edition of the Mutant Space
Blasters.
While drafting this column, I
scanned through the articles
relating to the ban in last week's
issue of The Student in search of
reasonable defenses for the
burning of candles in campus
residences. I found many attacks
on the merits of the proposed ban,
but very little substantive
information that would lead one to
agree that students should be
allowed to burn candles in the
college's residences. In fact, most
of what I found bordered on
whining. While effective for a
prepubescent, it has little value in
the college setting.
How vital is the role of the
candle at college anyway? Do we
use it for cooking, reading,
warmth, or studying? Does this
decision place any financial
burden on the students? Is there
any trauma known as the candle
separation disorder? Face it, it's
merely a piece of twine
surrounded by wax. I think we can
deal with the great emotional
strains of not having them.
At any rate, if the student body
would stop whining about the ban

they might realize that the actual
guidelines of the ban have not yet
been determined. Complaining
about the inevitable will only
hamper the process of creating a
cooperative environment in which
the concerns of the students will
be heard and dealt with fairly.
Granted, the students lost this-one,
but we need to seek some small
measure of victory even in defeat.
These little victories could come in
the form of exceptions to the ban,
beyond the proposed birthday and
religious exceptions. The chances
may be slim, but the only hope is
to stop bickering and start
negotiating.
In my opinion I have no more
right to burn candles in the
housing of Bates College than
would a smoker have the right to
light up in my car without my
consent. The same basic principles
are in play in both situations:
Ownership and the management
and protection of that ownership.
As citizens we have lots of rights
that are removed under certain
circumstances. We all have the
constitutional right to keep and
bear arms, but I don't know of
anyone protesting to be allowed to
pack heat within his or her dorm
room. This is just something that
must be accepted as part of college
life. Personally, I'll gladly hand all
of my candles over to the college
so long as Bates never seeks out
my coffee maker.
Shawn O'Leary's column is
featured weekly in this section
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Earthwatch: to ban or not to ban?
by Dempsey Collins
On November 5, as you pull
the curtain closed and stand in
privacy, one of the many decisions
you may have to make is whether
to vote to stay with dearcutting,
to go with the Compact for
Maine's Forests, or to ban
clearcutting altogether. The Ban
Clearcutting Referendum is the
original plan, and it is endorsed
and promoted by concerned
Maine citizens. There are four
good reasons why this referendum
was put on the ballot.
■ The toll on wildlife
First, it seems that no one is
really considering the forest
ecosystem. Where does all the life
go that once had the forest to
sustain it? Clearcutting kills off
songbirds and small animals like
toads and salamanders. It also
manages to affect deer, winter
yards, moose, black bears, and
pine martens. As if that was not
enough, it manages to deplete the
soil of essential nutrisnts, and
cause runoffs which fill streams
with silt, destroying fish spawning
beds. Yet this is only one reason to
ban clearcutting.

■ The impact on the future
Maine paper corporations are
cutting trees twice as fast as they are
growing back. There will be no forest
left if we do not consider the drastic
effects that clearcutting will have on
them. Industries, at the present rate,

no one is really
considering the
forest ecosystem.
Where does all the
life go that once
had the forest to
sustain it?
are cutting 6.2 million cords of wood
per year. Yet, there are only 5.1 million
cords of wood growing in Maine per
year. The Ban Clearcutting
Referendum sets science—based
standards and eliminates clearcutting
and overcutting in unorganized
territories. So then, why not ban
clearcutting?
■ It's the economy, stupid
Some people argue that if the

Matt Bromley Graphic
referendum is passed, jobs will
be lost. This is wrong. If an acre
of land has been clearcut, in our
lifetime, no job will come from
it. And, even with the increase
of clearcutting, 3,000 mill jobs
and 48% of the logging jobs have
been lost. If clearcutting is
banned, logging jobs and wood
manufacturing jobs will be
created, along with new
recreation, tourism, and service
jobs. This will also stimulate
outside companies to invest into

Maine's vigorous and diversified
forests.
■ Democracy in action
With all this in mind, the main
reason to consider the Ban
Clearcutting Referendum is
because it is democracy in action.
It is a citizen initiated referendum.
Ban Clearcutting has no paid
employees; it is made up of
volunteers and donations. These
are people that care about not onlv

keeping the forests in Maine, but
also the forest industry. The
C.E.O.'s of paper companies are
not looking into the future, Maine
citizens are.
■ This is the question
On November 5 you will still
have to make the decision to ban,
or not to ban. Hopefully, this has
helped answer the question.
Dempsey Collins is a Coordinator
of the Environmental Coalition
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Staff Editorial
LESS IS MORE,
MORE OR LESS
The Farmer’s Almanac promises good weather
for our annual Parents Weekend, and we expect
nothing less. After a couple strenuous weeks of work,
being thrown back into hub of things with classes
and friends this week brings us all back to a familiar
frame of mind. Even for those of us who will be
without visitors, this weekend brings a little calm
and a reconciliation of youth and adulthood.
This weekend is a time to reflect on the
importance of family, for some thousands of miles
away, and for others within walking distance.
Whether we remember a smell in a warm kitchen or
a driving lesson or a few lovingly hostile words now
and then, we all have a remembrance of what it means
to be a family, whatever sort of family that may be.
And now we stand poised on the precipice of
adulthood, and it’s a long way down. Perhaps it is
for this reason that this weekend’s return to the womb
is so welcome. The time we spend with the ones
who gave us life, the ones who love us best, is made
all the more precious by the fact that it is fleeting.
This moment, almost contrived, is timed as the
autumn foliage turns to recognize the coming season
shift and the passing of our adolescence.
Those among us who may view this time as
burdensome would do well to remember the
enormous sacrifices made by our parents or other

loved ones to provide us with the privilege of higher
education and the gift of knowledge.
There is also time to reflect on our families here, those
not tied by consanguinary bonds but by experience and
growth. As we have struggled to find a definition of self
at Bates College, it is the warmth which we have found
here among friends, and their understanding, honesty, and
guidance, which has eased the path from a loving parental
embrace to an open world.
During this tumultuous time of political change and
accusation the words “Family Values” are never scarce in
discussion. So often do we hear this phrase in political
rhetoric that we can lose sight of its true significance, the
value of family. It would be a shame, though, if those far
away monopolize the way we feel about those so close,
figuratively, and for many this weekend, literally.
This value; the true value, the one apart from rhetoric;
cannot be expressed on a screen, nor can it be expressed
in simple codes and formulas. The value of love in a family
can’t be measured by the thousands of dollars spent for a
Bates education.
What is this thing beyond price? It is also probably
not something you can put completely into words or
transitory flames. The love motivating a gift of this
proportion cannot be celebrated in one weekend. Yet Bates
has done the student body a service in setting aside a time
for reflection on all that our parents have done for us.
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Editorial

The Bates Student is published weekly
by students of Bates College when the College is
in session. Editorials represent the majority opin¬
ion of the Board. Views expressed in individual
columns and features are solely those of the au¬
thor.
The opinion pages of the Student are in¬
tended as an open forum for the Bates community,
and we invite all who are interested to contribute.
Letters to the Editor must be received by 4:00 p.m.
on the Sunday before publication. All letters must
be signed, though in special circumstances the
newspaper may be willing to withhold names upon
request. Letters may be delivered in person to
Room 224, Chase Hall, and should be either laserprinted and single-spaced or saved on a 3.5” com¬
puter disk in Macintosh WordPerfect format; or sent
via e-mail to awright@abacus.bates.edu. The
Bates Student reserves the right not to print letters
and to edit letters for length and clarity.
Postal correspondence can be addressed
to: The Bates Student, 309 Bates College, Lewiston,
ME 04240, or telephone (207) 795-7494. Subscrip¬
tion rates are $20 for two semesters or $ 12 for one
semester. Checks should be made payable to The
Bates Student.
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Republican platform anything but exclusive
Continued from Page 14
becomes obvious that exclusivity
isn't the goal of the Republicans in
1996.
There are several key issues in
the '96 campaign, brought up by
Mr. O'Leary; he predicted they
would be the doom of the
Republicans this year. But when
the facts are examined, these issues
present strong arguments for the
opposite effect. Looking at just one
of these issues, and probably the
most controversial one, it can be
easily seen that it cannot be fully
nor properly addressed in just a
few sentences. But, by taking just
one aspect— the acceptance of
various points of view by the
Republican Party, a correction can
be made to Mr. O'Leary's
presumption that "the party's
actual plank makes no mention of
the considerable numbers of
dissenters from the pro-life
movement." This is just not
factually correct.
Abortion is a very hotly
debated issue, and justly so, but it

is not a simple issue. As a
campaign issue this year, it
provokes more raw emotion than
many other issues combined.
Considering it as a political issue,
and considering that it weighs
heavily in the minds of many as
they cast their votes, the official
stance that a party takes is yery

In the end, it's
up to you ...
to choose
important. However in 1996 it
hasn't been so much about the
official stance, but more about the
perceived opinions of individuals
in the Republican Party. As these
perceptions were stretched and
stretched, it appeared as if the
opinions ran in a single direction.
And every event, especially during
the convention, was used to fan the
flames of this media-created strife.
But looking at it very simply, and
quoting from the document that
means a lot more than media hype,

abortion is not something that the
Republican Party desires to create
division over.
The 1996
Republican Platform, as published
by the Republican National
Committee, projects an inclusive
stance. "The Republican Party
welcomes individuals on each side
of the abortion issue, encourages
their open discussion, solicits their
active participation in the Party,
and respects their positions and
beliefs." This statement is clearly
meant to be a means of reaching
out to those Americans on both
sides of the issue, without
judgement,
and
the
encouragement of discussion
allows everyone to express their
views. Inclusion of all perspectives
and the sharing of ideas is
what allows for better
leadership, which, after all,
is the goal.
The campaign for the '96
elections has been filled with many
problematic issues, on all sides.
And yet so many of these issues
have been twisted and obscured by
bias from all directions. If there's a
grand message to be taken from all

that's going on, it would be that no
matter the opinion, the slant, or the
bias: there's a story there to be
thought out. You, the reader and
voter, have the grand task of
sorting it all out, deciphering the
rhetoric, and separating fact from
fiction. And in the end, it's up to

you ... and "We, the people" to
choose who will lead us into the
twenty-first century.

Deborah L. Jones is a
senior and a member of
the College Republicans

Down and dirty at the stables
Welcome to
by Jeremy Breningstall
As this year's race pulls into
full swing, each of the candidates
will be attempting to put the
finishing touches on their newly
finessed imaged, honed and
developed through the grind of the
summer months. Each of the
candidates will be asking
themselves the question: What is
it that the American public, that
fickle and turbulent body, is
looking for this year? And how
can I fit that mold?
Bill Clinton will attempt to
make the voters feel that they can
be comfortable with him. After all,
he was the President for four years,
and the country hasn't blown up
has it? Making this process easier
is the irrational dogma perennially
reiterated
by
Republican
candidates. Can one take seriously
a party which is advocating an
amendment (the Human Life
Amendment) who's literal
meaning would make the usage of
common forms of contraceptives
(anything morning after, i.e., birth
control pills) punishable by the
death penalty?
And Bob Dole will be doing
the same. He will be the modest
candidate, too humble to speak of
his war record (yet funny it comes
up in every article about him) and
too polite to criticize Clintdn's
character (why be blatant when the
innuendo provides for a subtle
dig?). Though actually, one
suspects other difficulties with

Republican criticisms of Clinton's
character. Not that there isn't
sufficient material—from obvious
disregard of responsibility to the
public (i.e. government ethics) to
business irregularities to twotiming, this boy's holding plenty.
Yes, the country is apathetic —
but not apathetic as Republicans
would like to believe. It's just that
anyone that sees them give a
speech in public can't help but feel

Each of the
candidates will be
asking... the
question: What is it
that the American
public.. .is
looking for this
year?
the dawning sensation that these
starched fellows in suits are the
biggest bunch of hypocrites that
ever lived. Drug policy? Who was
in office in the drug heydey of the
early 70's? Who was overseer of
the cocaine 80's? Saying that you
tell the truth isn't character. For we
all know actions speak louder than
words...
But that doesn't mean the
candidate in the saddle isn't going
to try to get away with
manipulating their image through
words, visual, and other
communication. If one doesn't

Down o9r •Mil

campaign*,

Kate’s Kitchen
413 Main Street • Lewiston, Maine

Bus: 777-4977

_Matt Bromley graphic
have the record, buy it. Bring in a
consultant, and have them rewrite
the past.
Speaking of consultants, one
can see that there is no shortage of
these individuals these days. By
itself, it is not necessarily a harmful
profession. Some amount of
campaigning is both beneficial and
inevitible. But what is detrimental
is the way that these characters
have drifted from supporters of the
candidate's ideals to mere
supporters of the candidate (who
doesn't necessarily happen to have
any ideals).
As such, it is no surprise that
men such as Dick Morris appear,
men who have no compunction for
representing people as far across
the political spectrum as Jesse
Helms and Jesse Jackson are from
one another. It is the Vince
Lombardi approach to politics:
Winning isn't everything, it is the
only thing. What do you say Mr.
Clinton? Mr. Dole? Mr. Kemp?
On second thought: Actions
speak louder than words.

Monday thru Friday
5 am to 2 pm
Saturday 5 am to 12 pm
Sunday 6 am to 12 pm
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You want to be the first to

Macintosh. More flexible than ever.
We don’t know how you’ll fill in the blank. That's why we make Macintoshcomputers so flexible. To help you be the first to do whatever you want to do.
And with word processing, easy Internet access, powerful multimedia and
cross-platform compatibility, a Mac’ makes it even easier to do it. How do you
get started? Visit your campus computer store today and pick up a Mac.

Leave your mark.

1 |
if
©1996Apple Computer, Inc. Ml rights reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, Mac and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Ml Macintosh computers are designed to be accessible to individuals with disability. 1b learn more (US. only), call 800-600-7808 or TTY800-755-0601.
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Around
The Bates Democrats and the College Republicans
by Erryl Nicole Parker
The coming November elections are
just five weeks away, and Democrats on
campus are gearing up and preparing for
events to come.
Already this semester the Bates
Democrats have seen and met President
Bill Clinton, Vice President A1 Gore, and

First Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton—all
in a span of about two weeks. They have
also participated in a literature drop and
were present at the grand opening of the
new Democratic Headquarters in
Lewiston on Lisbon Street.
"We have been very, very busy this
semester," says Jeremy Pelofsky '97, Chair
of the Bates Democrats.
Jeremy has been an active member
of the group since he first set foot on this
campus three years ago as a first-year, and
says that the number of active partici¬
pants has grown substantially. "The
group grows every presidential election
year," he says. "I am pleased to see the
growth."
"The Bates Democrats," according to
Jeremy, "are here to promote what we
consider the Democratic ideals and the
Democratic message." He also recognizes
that "not everyone in our organization
and the Democratic Party agrees with ev¬
eryone. The Bates Democrats are very in¬
clusive."

Mike Ferrari '98, also an active mem¬
ber of the group, adds that "one of the
prime responsibilities of the Bates Demo¬
crats is to educate the Bates Community
about issues that most concern them, spe¬
cifically cuts in student loans, cuts in job
training programs, and environmental
protection."
Essentially what the Bates Demo¬
crats do
is they
act upon
"ideas
that
people
bring forward,
whether
it ben¬
efits the
Bates
commu¬
nity or
Lewiston,"
says Jer¬
emy.
The
Bates
Demo¬
crats
have
been working on a few projects and
events that have taken place recently and
will occur soon.
Vice President A1 Gore came to a
rally located at the Portland Jetport on
Thursday, September 12. Twenty, or so,
Bates Democrats traveled to Portland to
take part in the rally, keeping the everflowing momentum of the presidential
campaign moving.
Fall River, Massachusetts was
blessed by the presence of President Bill
Clinton on Saturday, September 28. A
collection of Bates Democrats piled into
a CSA van and made the long journey to
this small Massachusetts town. While
there, they saw President Bill Clinton and
Senators Ted Kennedy and John Kerry.
Momentum, keep on rolling.
The First Lady, Hillary Rodham
Clinton, paid a visit to the Brunswick
High School located in Brunswick, Maine
on Monday to give a talk about educaContinued on Page 20

by Rebecca Grossberg
If you have never thought of Repub¬
licans as being user friendly, maybe you
should sit down and have a chat with the
officers of the College Republicans. They
will change your mind, or at least put in
a good effort at doing so. The Bates Re-

to extremely conservative.
"Nothing good would come about if
we all agreed," said Dina. "There will al¬
ways be disagreement." This organiza¬
tion is trying to provide a comfortable en¬
vironment where the "other" opinions
can be expressed without hesitation.
"We encourage our members to

77/f /Zfces-WHO WU-L WttO ???
publicans scoff at the stereotypes. Their
perspective is underrepresented and of¬
ten ill-tolerated on the "liberal" Bates
campus, but they are not scared.
As first-years, these officers, now led
by President Eric Darbe '97, found them¬
selves floundering. But with a group of
actively interested first-years, they hope
to prevent that situation from happening
again. They want you to get to know the
"real" Republicans.
"We have been mislabeled and mis¬
understood," says Eric, "but we have new
leadership, ideas, and people." They are
not the largest group on campus, with
about 20 active members, nor are they the
most tolerated, but they are working hard.
They have discussed putting "butt
cans" around campus through their own
funding. What is a butt can? As Secretary
Dina Hanna '97 (the general brains of the
organization, so I was told) explained that
it is an alternative to throwing cigarette
butts on the quad, leaving them to be
picked up by Maintenance. It is a means
of keeping the campus clean and express¬
ing personal liberty by protecting smok¬
ers' rights. This issue is still under heated
debate within the confines of the group.
It is this wide spectrum of views that
makes the College Republicans what they
are. There is no one way to define this
group. Their members range from mildly

speak up in classes," said Vice President
Paul Howard '97. The officers agreed that
it can be rather frightening knowing that
people are waiting to attack what you are
about to say.
"Liberals on this campus are openminded to the extent that they agree with
you," said Treasurer Jason Hall '97.
Although it looks dreary for the
presidential campaign, politics on the lo¬
cal level are vibrant. "Maine politics have
a long history of traditional, moderate,
Republican leadership: Olympia Snowe,
Mary Shay Smith, and Bill Cohen," said
Eric. It was also stressed that Senator
Cohen votes quite often with President
Bill Clinton.
This election year the College Repub¬
licans are concentrating their efforts on
Susan Collins, a senatorial candidate, and
Paul Young, who is running for Congress
in the Second District. They are looking
forward to a Senate race debate at Bates
to come later in October.
The Republicans are also busy re¬
sponding to the flyers that the Bates
Democrats put out which stated that Jim
Longley voted to cut student loans.
"There are catch phrases that convey the
wrong message," said Eric. "It is the truth,
but a misrepresentation." Dina agreed,
Continued on Page 20

Visit your campus computer store for
the best deals on a Mac.

Power Macintosh* 5260

PowerBook* 190cs

PowerBook* 5300c s

PowerPC'603e/100 MHz/16MB RAM
800MB/4X CD-ROM/14" display

66 MHz/SMB RAM/500MB
backlit, dual-scan, color display

PowerPC603e/100MHz/8MB RAM
500MB/backlit, dual-scan, color display

For all of your computer needs visit
Information Services
110 Russell Street or call 786-6376
Rax:
786-605V
e-mail:
computer_sales@bates.edu
Free one-year Apple warranty.

Offer expires October 11,1996. ©1996Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, AppleCare, LaserWriter, Mac, Macintosh, Performa, PowerBook, Power Macintosh and StyleWriter are registered trademarks ofApple Computer, Inc. PowerPC is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation,
used under license therefrom.
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Professors come from all over to join faculty at Bates
by Olga Demin
Each year brings fresh faces to
the Bates campus. This fall, eleven
new members have joined the Col¬
lege faculty on a full-time basis.
Here is a closer look at some of
these scholars.
"Capitol Hill is not academia.
You can't concentrate on any one
thing." That's how Curtis Bohlen,
Assistant Professor of Environ¬
mental Studies, summarized his

Professor Laura Stevens
Photo by Michelle Chong

experience
with the U. S. Senate.
After getting his Ph.D. in Ecol¬
ogy from Cornell University in
1989, Bohlen received the year¬
long Congressional Science Fel¬
lowship from the American Insti¬
tute of Biological Sciences.
As a legislative assistant to
Senator Bill Bradley, the scope of

his work included virtually every¬ wetland ecology, but also include
While at Tufts, she was ac¬
thing related to environmental is¬ ecological economics and environ¬ tively involved with the Education
sues—oil spills, quality of water, ment restoration.
Department, teaching British lit¬
the inLavinia Shankar, erature to international student,
f 1 u Assistant Professor of conducting workshops on teach¬
ence
English, likes Bates for ing methods, doing research. Cur¬
o
f
two reasons. As a rently, she is editing a book called
high
Wheaton graduate, she "South Asians in America," which
speed
finds the atmosphere of is written by experts in sociology,
trains
a small liberal arts col¬ anthropology, history, and other
on the
lege to be the most disciplines and explores immigra¬
envi¬
stimulating. "Also, I just tion history and cultural identity
ron¬
love the outdoors," she issues of American South Asians.
ment.
says.
Mark Siegler, Instructor in
Then,
Born and raised Economics, started out as a history
for
in India, Shankar spent major at the University of Califor¬
three
two years at the Calcutta nia in Santa Cruz. He turned to
years,
University. However, economics because it provided a
be¬
she felt
means for
that the
gin¬
quantita¬
Professor Lavinia Shankar
ning
environtively de¬
Photo by Amanda Hinnant m e n t
i
n
scribing
1990,
there was
some of the
Bohlen served as a staff sci¬
too rigid,
phenom¬
entist for Chesapeake Bay Founda¬ and after her
ena that
tion in Annapolis, Maryland, an or¬ sophomore year
were qualiganization with an annual budget she decided to
tatively
of about $6 million and a staff of transfer
to
treated in
over 100 employees. The focus of Wheaton, located
his history
his work at the foundation was in Massachusetts.
courses.
placed primarily on fresh water
"In a way, I
Siegler's
systems.
had to go against
research
Finally, just prior to his com¬ my
family's
topics coming to Bates, Bohlen was an assis¬ wishes," she says.
bine his
tant research scientist at the Cen¬ After graduation,
two inter¬
ter for Environmental and Estua¬ she went on to earn
ests. For ex¬
rine Studies at the University of a M.A. and, even¬
ample, he
Professor Curtis Bohlen
Maryland.
tually, a Ph.D. from
is explor¬
Photo by Pat Serengulian ing how
This academic year is the first Tufts University.
one when Environmental Studies Aside from her
business
are recognized as a formal major passion for British literature—"I've cycles change over time and look¬
at Bates, and Professor Bohlen is been reading it since age four," she ing at the history of tax and spend¬
excited about all the possibilities says—Shankar is very interested in ing policy.
that are opening for students inter¬ education. Specifically, her re¬
In the winter, he will be teach¬
ested in environmental issues. His search concern teaching methods ing American Economics Hispersonal interests focus mostly on and problems of teacher's identity.

Democrats become more active as elections near
Continued from Page 19
tion.
Congressman John Baldacci
will be on campus this weekend
and will be here several other
times in the weeks leading up to
the elections.
Jeremy says that electionnight festivities are being
planned and "we hope to do
some active campaigning" be¬
fore the elections arrive.
The Bates Democrats are
also taking part in the non-parti¬
san voter registration drive that
is taking place on campus.

Long-term goals include fol¬
lowing legislature that affects stu¬
dents as the new congress settles
into Washington. Also, the Bates
Democrats will be sponsoring a
coffeehouse and a concert before
the year is out.
"Everyone's really psyched
for the elections," comments Jer¬
emy. "We are hopeful that the
president will be re-elected. It's
been a great four years despite a
Republican congress. We are look¬
ing forward to four more years
with Bill and eight years with Al."
The congressional races in
Maine are almost in a dead-heat,
and "we are hopeful that the

Democrats will take one, if not
both of the chambers," says Jer¬
emy.
As in all elections, the issue
of negative campaigns has sur¬
faced. "We are not going nega¬
tive. We won't stoop to that
level," says Jeremy. "We just
inform people of the truth. Vot¬
ing records speak for them¬
selves. If Mr. Longley has a vot¬
ing record that is detrimental to
students, then people need to be
aware of that. We are following
the Democratic pledge to not be
negative."

tory—a course never before of¬
fered at Bates. Mr. Siegler is cur¬
rently a Ph.D. candidate at the

Professor Mark Siegler
Photo by Pat Serengulian

University of California in Davis.
Bates' small size was what at¬
tracted Laura Stevens, Assistant
Professor of Psychology, to the
community. She graduated from
Allegheny College and earned her
Ph.D. at the University of Massa¬
chusetts in Amherst.
Before coming to Bates, she
worked at the State University of
New York in Buffalo, teaching six
classes and supervision students
who were writing their honor the¬
ses. Her research interests include
issues concerning power, such as
the impressions we form of pow¬
erful people and power in intimate
relationships. She is also interested
in stereotypes and self-esteem is¬
sues.

College Republicans prepare for the
up and coming presidential elections
continued from page 19
and said, "We are not here to
change minds but to express the
other side of the issue."
They are trying to open up
the lines of communication with
Dole's state leaders, but they put
an emphasis on the fact that they
will not vote for Dole just for the
sake of being partisan. In fact,
there was an overwhelming
sense of confusion among the
four officers as to whom they
would vote for.
Being a Republican at Bates
does not stop with the elections.

The College Republicans are try¬
ing to schedule at least one
speaker to come to Bates some¬
time during the next semester.
And regardless of the outcome
of this year's presidential elec¬
tion, there is a hopeful feeling for
the future. "This is a revitalized
party," said one officer.
So, if you are interested in
getting to know the "real" Re¬
publicans on campus, give them
a chance to speak. They are not
all old, scary men. They meet
every Monday night in Hathorn
108 at 8:00, or contact Eric Darbe.

It's all that and a bag of chips.
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Voter registration drive comes to Bates
by Erryl Nicole Parker
When it comes right down to
it, if you're a Bates student, you
live in Lewiston. I know, I know,
it's hard to think of yourself as a
resident of this city, because say¬
ing that might imply that you are
breaking ties with your home¬
town, but your place of residence
is Lewiston for nine months out of
the year.
Yes, I still consider myself to
be a resident of my tiny Maine
hometown. That's where I go
when I am
on vacation.
My family
lives there. I
still have a
room with
all my furni¬
ture
and
some of my
belongings.
That's
Cir
where
I
would hang
my hat if I
wore one.
The
only time
when it re¬
ally matters
where you
live—your
residence,
where your home is—comes about
this time of the year. Tuesday, No¬
vember 5,1996 is election day.
Put rather simply by Jeremy
Pelofsky '97, "By virtue of attend¬
ing a college, people are allowed
to vote in the city in which the col¬
lege is located. Batesies are wel¬
come to register in this area."
Jeremy is the coordinator of
the voter registration drive at
Bates, which has been sponsored
and organized by many groups on
campus, such as Amnesty Interna¬
tional, the College Republicans, the
Bates Democrats, and the Environ¬
mental Coalition. The voter regis¬
tration drive is comprised of a lot
of different organizations coming

together; these are just a few of the
many campus organizations that
realize that all American citizens
have a civic duty to vote.
The goals of the drive, as
stated by Jeremy, are to register as
many people on the Bates campus
as possible. This drive will bring
Batesies to the polls and allow
them to give themselves a voice in
local, state, and national politics
that they might not have otherwise
had . ‘ In past years, as many as 700
or 800 Batesies have registered and

or older.
An estimated 8—10%, of cur¬
rent Bates students actually and
originally come from Maine, and
many of them still too far away
from their hometown to vote in on
election day. One choice of which
people have taken advantage is an
absentee ballot from their home¬
town. This is an effective way for
people to have their voices be
heard in a place very dear to them,
but I think it's fair for everyone to
know that absentee ballots will not
be even counted unless there is a
race in a certain
state or district that
is close.
The way Jeremy
feels about voting
is that "if you don't
register to vote you
cannot complain
about this country.
O'" s''®" 0^
This country was
founded on those
'ZHy'Aies u)Goat?)
principals and we
need to continue
that tradition."
I
i>-r<e-pU
The voter regis¬
tration drive is a
non-partisan ser¬
vice offered by the
aforementioned
groups. "The fact
that it is here is
more helpful to
voted in Lewiston, but those were students," says Dina. "A lot of
during off election years, when the people have been positive about
country was not in the midst of it."
electing a president. This year
Even after this week is over,
1,000 Batesies are expected to give and the voter registration drive at
themselves a voice at the polls.
Bates College has concluded, the
According to Dina Hanna '97, work for the people putting on the
at the beginning of the week, the drive is not over. "While it's diffi¬
drive had "already registered over cult to get people to register," says
one hundred people in two days— Jeremy, "another challenge is to get
that's excellent!"
people to vote."
Prior to this voter registration
A campaign called "Get Out
drive, about 550 or 600 students on The Vote,* GOTV, will be put into
this campus were registered to action during the week leading up
vote in the city of Lewiston. That to the elections. Information will be
figure does not represent a large provided for students concerning
percentage of the population here where the polls are, when the polls
at Bates, considering nearly all of are open, and other pertinent facts.
the student body is eighteen years
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First Lady visits
Brunswick High
The Bates Democrats help Hillary
build her bridge to the future
by Renee Leduc
The life of a Clinton-Gore
staffer is indeed tiring and long,
yet the members of the Bates
Democrats found it to be worth
all of the hard work. Four mem¬
bers of the group travelled to
Brunswick High School on Mon¬
day morning where they had the
opportunity to greet the First
Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton.
The beautiful weather on
Monday morning made it a great
day to have a high energy politi¬
cal rally with over a thousand
high school students and com¬
munity
members
from
Brunswick, and volunteers from
around the state. Members of the
Bates Democrats were working
with members of the Secret Ser¬
vice and other members of the
advance team to coordinate over
1,000 excited people in the back
of Brunswick High School. All
were incredibly excited and hon¬
ored to have the First Lady visit
Maine.
Hillary addressed the high
school students and the young
volunteers with words of hope
and confidence for the future of
this country. "My husband is in¬
vesting in the future of this coun¬
try through his unending sup¬
port of educational programs like
student loans and Pell grants,
Goals 2000, and by guaranteeing
that every classroom in this coun¬
try be hooked up to the Informa¬
tion Superhighway by the year
2000." Hillary inspired the
crowd, young and old, with her
unending commitment to

"building a bridge to the future."
John Baldacci and Tom
Allen, candidates for the US
House of Representatives, and
Joseph Brennan, candidate for
the US Senate, were also present
to greet the high school crowd.
They all spoke of the unending
support that the Democratic
party has committed to educa¬
tion both in past terms of office
and into the 21st century.
After the speeches, Hillary
and the other candidates greeted
the crowd, including the mem¬
bers of the Bates Democrats who
were there. Senior Lara
Cartwright-Smith was quick to
say, "It was so cool. I was very
impressed," when she had the
opportunity to meet the First
Lady and shake her hand.
When Sharleen Davis was
asked about her impressions of
Hillary Clinton, she said, "People
are very quick to make judg¬
ments about Hillary when they
don't really know what she
stands for and how strong her
values are. When you see her
talk, you see how genuine she is.
There are so many misconcep¬
tions about her which have been
created by the media and the
other party."
After actually seeing the
First Lady and hearing her speak
in a passionate way about edu¬
cation, the Bates Democrats were
most definitely energized to con¬
tinue their campaigning efforts
back at Bates. As Hillary and Bill
build their bridge to the 21st cen¬
tury, these Bates Democrats most
definitely want to be with them.

Lectures and happenings at Bates College
The Bates College TGIF Lecture Series resumed
on Friday, September 27,1996, and will take place
every Friday at 4:15 pm while school is in session.
The theme for the first semester's talks is the 1996
presidential campaign. Here is a schedule for the
talks through November 8:
Sept. 27: Renee Leduc, a Bates junior and delegate
to the Democratic National Convention, on "Re¬
flections from Chicago," 113 Carnegie Science Hall.
Oct. 4: Elizabeth Tobin, Associate Professor of His¬
tory, on "The Politics of Abortion," Edmund S.
Muskie Archives.
Oct. 11: David Aschauer, the Elmer W. Campbell
Professor of Economics, on "The Domestic
Economy in the Campaign of 1996," 113, Carnegie.
Oct. 25: Georgia Nigro, Associate Professor of Psy¬
chology, on "The Politics of the Family," 113
Carnegie.
Nov. 1: Douglas Hodgkin, Professor of Political Sci¬
ence, and Christopher Beam, lecturer in history, on
"Who Will Win and Why," Muskie Archives.
Nov. 8: James Carignan, Dean of the College, mod¬
erating a panel discussion on "Who Won and Why,"
Muskie

The Bates Multicultural Center sponsored a lec¬
ture given by Ephraim Isaac, on Thursday, October
3, 1996 in room 204 of Carnegie Science Hall, who
discussed the topic of "Is There Peace on Campus
Today?"
This native of Ethiopia is the director of the In¬
stitute of Sematic Studies in Princeton, NJ. He is wellknown for his work in healing rifts between blacks
and Jews.
Isaac has been called a "Scholar, philosopher,
peace activist" by the Ethiopian Review for attempt¬
ing to restore peace in his war-torn native land.
He was the first Afro-American Studies Profes¬
sor at Harvard University, and also spent some time
teaching at Princeton University, Howard University,
and Hebrew University in Jerusalem. He has com¬
pleted his biblical scholarship, which resulted in
books such as "The Book of Enoch" and "An Ethiopic
History of Joseph."
Isaac also translated Handel's Messiah into the
Ethiopian language Amharic, which is just one of the
17 tongues in which he is fluent. He also led a cam¬ First Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton is pictured here in the Rose
paign which resulted in helping millions of Ethiopi¬ Garden at the White House this summer.
Photo by Jeremy Pelofsky
ans attain literacy.
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Sixties folk hero Arlo Guthrie set to perform
In the early-1980s, Guthrie
faded from the music scene, in or¬
der to devote time to some other
Traditionally, Parents
projects in which he had long been
Weekend at Bates has provided
interested. During this leave of ab¬
families with an opportunity for
sence, he founded his own record
reflection on the past and its rela¬
company, Rising Son Records
tionship with the present. With
(headquartered in Housatonic,
campus events geared toward both
Mass.), pursued acting, and raised
students and parents, the college
a family, continuing to write music
has sought to provide entertain¬
all the while.
ment that will be appreciated and
After a ten-year hiatus,
enjoyed by both generations. Arlo
Guthrie, now 49, released an album
Guthrie, this year's 'headline' act
composed entirely
for the Parents
new music this
Weekend pro-^^^^^^"*««
spring.
As he de¬
gram, is in keep¬
Guthrie, who in
scribes it, Mystic
ing with the Bates
custom of putting
the category of Journey "developed
organically.
It
together appeal¬
wasn't a precon¬
ing cross-genera¬ folk singers ranks
ceived unit ... it's
tional
perfor¬
as legendary, is
just a group of
mances.
songs that I thought
Guthrie,
someone most
fit together fairly
who in the cat¬
parents will
well."
egory of folk
Most of the ten
singerremember from
songs on Mystic
songwriters ranks
Journey "are fairly
as legendary, is
their youth.
someone most_ _.new, not more than
three or four years
parents will re¬
old," according to Guthrie. "There
member from their youth. His
are a few songs that have been
long career began in 1967, with the
around for a while. I've had a
release of the widely-acclaimed al¬
chance to let some of the ideas ma¬
bum Alice's Restaurant (two years
ture. I think they've aged some¬
later he starred in a movie of the
what gracefully on this record," he
same name). Throughout the 1970s
concludes.
and into the 1980s Guthrie re¬
The Arlo Guthrie concert
mained active in the music world,
will begin at 9 pm Saturday in the
frequently performing with Pete
Gray Cage, with Mark Erelli open¬
Seeger and making a name for
ing the show. There will be no ad¬
himself while successfully main¬
mission charge with the Parents
taining an identity separate from
and Families Weekend buttons. No
that of his famous father, Woody
reservations are required to attend.
Guthrie.

by Josh Popichak

The still youthful-looking Guthrie's career began in 1967 with the release of Alice's Restaurant. Almost thirty
years later, he continues to draw devoted fans from all age groups.
Photo courtesy Student Activities Office

WRBC programs served up by students, locals
by Courtney Elf
Variety of choices is an
extremely important aspect of life
at a school like Bates, and of life
in general; it is a fact of which we
are continuously reminded. The
wide variety of courses, majors,
sports, and yes, even those tempt¬
ing tasties in the dining hall, can
be a constant source of indecision
for already stress-plagued Batesies
if they're not careful.
Luckily, relief from all
this indecision is not hard to ob¬
tain. In fact, in most cases, it's as
easy as pressing a button. Bates'
student-run radio station, WRBC
91.5 FM, may offer a mind-numb¬
ing selection of musical styles, but
its 24-hour-a-day programming is
designed to satisfy the music-lis¬
tening needs of the entire Bates

community.
hour time slot to fill once a week,
lations from the FCC (the Federal
WRBC Promotions Direc¬
during which they play whatever
Communication Commission),"
tor Amanda Prendergast '99 states
type of music in which they have
she comments, "are that you can't
that, "We play a lot of different
an interest.
play songs with bad words during
genres of music." Among the
the day—from 10 p.m. to 6 a.m.
many types that can
you're allowed
be heard weekly are
to—and nothing
hard core, metal, al¬
that is racially of¬
Traditionally, student DJs have
ternative, Native
fensive, either. Be¬
constituted the majority of those at 91.5, sides that, it's
American, funk,
punk, rap, jazz, indie
pretty open."
but over the years the station has also
rock, techno, rock,
Although a great
ska, blues, death
variety of music is
provided many Lewiston-Auburn area
metal, soul, rhythm
played on WRBC,
residents with an outlet for their record¬ the question of
and blues, big band,
country, and folk,
whether
some
spinning inclinations.
along with countless
types of music are
others, which may
more popular than
blend elements of
others does occa¬
two or more.
According to Prendergast,
sionally come up. Prendergast in¬
In order to support such
there are relatively few regulations
dicated that among the DJs there
variety, WRBC employs over
and DJs can play basically what¬
does seem to be a slight preference
ninety DJs. Most are given a twoever they'd like. "The only regu¬
for hard core and alternative mu¬

sic, but modified her statement by
declaring that both of these fre¬
quently-invoked monikers are
very "loose terms."
WRBC itself is home to
many different groups of people—
not simply Bates students, as one
might expect. Traditionally, stu¬
dent DJs have constituted the ma¬
jority of those at 91.5, but over the
years the station has also provided
many Lewiston-Auburn area residents with an outlet for their
record-spinning inclinations.
Some of these 'local' DJs,
like Linwood "Lucky Lindy"
Martinkus, have a direct connec¬
tion to the college. Martinkus,
who works as a night watchman
here at Bates and resides in
Continued on Page 24
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MAINE-LY ARTS
Bates College
Friday, Oct. 4
Play: the Bates College student
theater troupe, the Robinson
Players, will present Jean-Paul
Sartre's existential gem No Exit
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday at
5 p.m. in the Black Box Theater.
Very limited seating; no tele¬
phone reservations. Admission
$3/$2.
Dance Performance: The Bates
Modern Dance Company in
concert Friday and Saturday at
8 p.m. in Schaeffer Theatre. Res¬
ervations suggested. Call 7866161 for information.
Olin Anniversary Concert. The
program, to be presented by the
members of the music faculty,
celebrates the tenth anniversary
of the Olin Arts Center. A re¬
ception in the museum will fol¬
low the concert. Reservations
suggested. Call 786-6135. Olin
Concert Hall, 8 p.m.
Contradance: Performers TBA.
Chase Hall Lounge, 8:30 p.m.
Admission $4/$2.

Saturday, Oct. 5
Commemorative Concert Series.
Musicians from the Bates Col¬
lege community including stu¬
dents, faculty, staff, and friends
will present "Wall-to-Wall Mu¬
sic," an event honoring the tenth
anniversary of the Olin Arts
Center. The concerts will be
held in the Olin Concert Hall
and will begin at noon. No ad¬
mission charge.
Parents and Families Weekend
Concert: presented by legendary
folk artist Arlo Guthrie. No ad¬
mission with Parents Weekend
buttons. No reservations neces¬
sary. Gray Cage, 9 p.m.

Tuesday, Oct. 8
Concert
Series:
the
Kinderkonzert series will
present Around the World, mu¬
sic from Spain, Austria, Japan,
Great Britain, Israel, Hungary,
and the U.S. For information,
contact the Portland Symphony
Orchestra at 207-773-8191. Olin
Concert Hall. Admission $2.
Noonday Concert Series: Perform¬
ers TBA. Olin Concert Hall,
12:30 p.m.
Lecture: Anthony Shostak, assis¬
tant curator of the Museum of
Art, on the faculty exhibition.
Art Museum, 1 p.m.

Friday, Oct. 4-20
The Theater Project in Brunswick will be presenting ALICE, "Relativ¬
ity and the Rabbit Hole, Another Look," the first show of its tenth
anniversary season. ALICE will be shown at 8 p.m. Thursday, Fri¬
day, and Saturday, and 3 p.m. on Sundays. Tickets are $12 and $10 for
students. For reservations and more information call The Theater
Project at 729-8584.
Sheela Madhani graphic
Saturday, Oct. 5
Folk musician Dar Williams will give a concert at the Lewiston Middle
School Auditorium, with Bates alum Mark Erelli opening the show.
Reserved seating $14/$12 ($10 for students). For tickets and infor¬
mation call 782-7228. Sponsored by L/A Arts.

Sunday, Oct. 6
The Portland Concert Association and the Lark Society for Chamber
Music will open their 1996-97 seasons with a concert presented by
the Portland String Quartet, the Borealis Wind Quartet, and bassist
Alvin Brehm. The concert will begin at 3 p.m. in the State Street
Church. General admission is $22, but there is a student discount.
For more information call the PCA at 207-772-8630.

Through Oct 20
"Picasso, Braque, Leger, and the Cubist Spirit, 1919-1939" examines
the artistic revolution that swept Paris between the World Wars. The
exhibit is on display in the Portland Museum of Art, which is located
at 7 Congress Square. For more information, call 207-773-ARTS.

|-j
reading about the old
I
to get old
I
|

I

thought the phone
might have rang
in my mind
thought the world
might have changed
left us all
so behind
clock turns in circles
time calls out
its lap
marchin to a rhythm
or somethin'
like that

|

I

More helpful advice
from Kurt Loether, Bates'
video guru in-residence
Whether or not you have a VCR, as a Bates student, you can
rent and watch movies for free at the Bates College Library. The li¬
brary has a wide selection of films that can be checked out just like a
book, for free, with a Bates ID. If you don't have your own hard¬
ware, you can sign up for a private conference room with comfort¬
able chairs, a TV and VCR, or even a LaserDisc player. About one
half of the films in the library are listed as academic; the other half
are genuine feature films. However, you should be aware that many
of the films the library labels academic are common films available
in most commercial movie rental stores, so coupled with all those
feature films you're sure to find something to watch.
In order to find a movie, go to any computer terminal in the
library that you would use to look up a book, or use the 'Ladd' file
that comes with 'NCSA Telnet' on a Macintosh computer and do a
search. For a list of library-owned films search by subject for 'Fea¬
ture Films.' You can limit your search results by language to find a
film in German, French, Spanish, or other foreign languages. If you
are looking for a specific title you can do a search by title and limit
the search results by media type.
Subject searches for 'Musicals' and 'Documentary Films' will
provide lengthy lists of other stories of interest that have been adapted
to the wonderful medium of film. You may have never thought of
renting a documentary for entertainment purposes, but you may find
that such films often use cinematographic methods of getting ideas
across that are truly beautiful and unusual. Atomic Cafe, for instance,
a documentary about a frightening era our generation barely saw, is
one of the best.
As with anything free, the list of movies is at least worth a
glance. Movies like'2001, 12 Angry Men, The 39 Steps, Aladdin,
Amadeus, Apocalypse Now, Batman, Blade Runner, The Birds, Bob Rob¬
erts, Boyz ‘n the Hood, Bram Stoker's Dracula, and Brazil; and that's just
through 'B'. One particular gem I found was a letterbox edition
LaserDisc of Quentin Tarantino's cinematic masterpiece Pulp Fiction.
The not so happy ending: some of the films listed, and all of
the LaserDiscs, are non-circulating. In other words, you must watch
them on the players in the library. This could be a bummer for your
movie party plans, so be sure to check the library listing to make sure
the record does not say 'non-circ.' Most important of all is the sub¬
ject of fines. When you check out a movie it is yours for EXACTLY
twenty-four hours and no more. You will be fined for EVERY hour it
is not returned. The library is particularly nasty about this and they
will even round up hours. So go ahead and enjoy the large selection
of movies the Bates College library offers its students for free. Just
make sure they're back in time!
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'Local' DJs at WRBC bridge gap between town, gown
Continued from Page 22
Lewiston, has a popular show spe¬
cializing in classical jazz and big
band music from the '30s and '40s,
which airs every Friday from 4-6
pm.
Despite the fact that he
himself is not a college student,
Martinkus has found that "all of
the students at Bates are very en¬
couraging." Like many of the DJs
who add local flavor to the WRBC
schedule, Martinkus had a long¬
time dream of being on the air— a
dream which was finally realized
this past June when he was offered
a position at the station. "I got this
radio ... and I felt alive," he states
contentedly.
Martinkus' show is en¬
titled "Your Musical Time Ma¬
chine" and frequently features
memorable music from The Three
Stooges, Anne Murray, Bing
Crosby, Louis Armstrong, and
Kate Smith, just to name a few.
"Sometimes I play the
music I grew up with in high
school, like 'Golden Earrings' by
Linda Lee," he said. Martinkus
also tries to include some comedy
in his show, like Andy Griffith's
routine about the first time he saw
a football game. "I mix it up so as
not to have it be too boring," he
explains. "I try not to talk a lot,
and I don't mention politics."
Perhaps because of this
philosophy, Martinkus' music has

Tim Spotted Wolf's show, "Music from the Turtle's Back" (Mondays, 12-2pm) showcases Native American
music. The Auburn resident became a WRBC DJ last summer.
Amanda Hinnant Photo.
touched many people. His show
has been an overnight hit with se¬
nior citizens in the area, but, per¬
haps surprisingly, many Bates Col¬
lege students have expressed their
appreciation as well. "I had a kid
in Parker call in recently and ask me
to play 'Danny Boy'," Martinkus

says happily, clearly flattered by
the attention from someone
whose parents may not even be
old enough to remember the mu¬
sic of the big band era.
Dan Deletetsky, al¬
though not affiliated with Bates

in any formal way, shares a WRBC
experience that is similarly posi¬
tive. "I listened to WRBC a lot in
high school, and I always thought
that if I could just get on the radio
for an hour that that would be
great. I knew a couple local guys
who had their own shows, and so

I started apprenticing with them.
Now I have my own show every
week."
Deletetsky, whose show
"Children for Satan" (Wednes¬
days, 8 pm) aims at showcasing
local heavy metal bands and is
geared toward live performances,
has been a WRBC volunteer for
four years.
"I think it's been a really
good experience," he said. "Over
the summer we were able to bring
up a number of bands from Port¬
land, and we're working on get¬
ting some from the Boston area.
There's really a lot of freedom...it's
something I always wanted to do
and I'm glad I got the chance to
do it."
In general, the Bates
population greatly supports the
radio station and the local DJs who
have enriched and expanded upon
an already-diverse program of
musical offerings over the years.
Other Lewiston-area DJs of note
currently at WRBC include a high
school student (Nick Burgess), a
retired Maine state senator
(Georgette Berube), and the leg¬
endary Razor Ray Beaudoin, presi¬
dent of the Quiet Riot fan club
from 1983-91, whose heavy metal
show has long been a favorite
among both locals and students.
Variety certainly seems to be the
key here, and WRBC holds that
key in its hands.

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
Fisheries. Earn up to $3,000-$6,000+
per month.
Room and Board!
Transportation! Male or Female. No
experience necessary. For more
information call:
(206) 971-3510 ext A 5 06 6 4

NATIONAL-PARKS HIRING
Students Needed!
Tour guide, instructor, lifeguard, hotel staff,
firefighter + volunteer and government positions
available at National Parks. Excellent benefits +
bonuses! For Outdoor Employment Program
call:

(206)971-3620 ext. N50662

HELP WANTED
Men/Women earn
$480 weekly assembling
circuit boards/electronic
components at home.
Experience unnecessary,
will train. Immediate
openings your local area.
CaU 1-520-680-7891
EXT. CDOO

Have you ever meditated
on a black fly trapped in
gelatinized cranberry juice
at the bottom of a drinking
glass? Ever wanted to?
Writing for ARTS can pro¬
vide you with just such an
opportunity!
For more information on
how to write for Arts (it's
easy, rest assured!) contact
Josh at x7843.

Sports
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A look behind the ice bags
by Ryan Spring

part of a team. It has also allowed
me the freedom to start up pro¬
grams like the Athletes for Healthy
Eating Peer Group, an avenue for
athletes'with eating concerns."
One negative about sports
medicine, however, is the time
commitment. Including weekends
and evenings, that usually adds up
to 60 hours a week for the trainers
in season.
Another problem is the prob¬
lem of covering 27 athletic teams.
"The toughest part of the job,"
Radzinski said, "is the number of
athletes. Trying not to let any of
our 1500 athletes slip through the
cracks is hard; with that many ath¬

Once the internship is com¬
plete, student trainers are given
freedom and responsibility un¬
Despite the fact that they are
paralleled at rival schools. Stu¬
some of the friendliest, most en¬
dents start off working almost ex¬
gaging, and most intelligent
clusively in the training room as¬
people on campus, the idea of vis¬
sessing injuries, taping athletes,
iting them strikes fear into all Bob¬
and helping with the general up¬
cats. They are the staff and stu¬
keep of the facility. After a while,
dent members of Bates Sports
student trainers are given the op¬
Medicine, one of the most pro¬
portunity to work exclusively
gressive programs in the
with a specific team, travel to
NESCAC.
away events, and even drive the
Bates Sport Medicine is
monogrammed golf carts.
headed by George Finn and staff
"In the past students have
athletic trainers Mike Verville and
traveled throughout the northeast ’
Jill Radzinski. Graduates of
and as far away as Arizona, Cali¬
Northeastern, Finn and Verville
fornia, and Czechoslovakia," Finn
joined Bates in
said. "We have
1989 and 1990, re¬
the most pro¬
spectively, while
gressive pro¬
Radzinski, a Penn
gram in total
State grad, joined
number of stu¬
the Bates team in
dent trainers
1994.
and the respon¬
All three en¬
sibility we allow
tered the Sports
them."
Medicine field be¬
"We couldn't
cause it provided
do what we do
the opportunity to
here as well
mesh two pas¬
without student
sions: sports and
trainers,"
sciences.
Verville said. "I
"In
high
take a lot of
school I was inter¬
pride in what
ested in sports,"
we can do as a
Finn said. "I also
group.
Our
had a love of sci¬
common goal is
ences and as I had
to provide the
injuries along the
best health care
way, it caused me
we can to ath¬
to think about a
letes and I think
lot of things."
we do that."
"I tore my
Student trainer
ACL [anterior
co-head Ellis
cruciate ligament]
Johnson '97,
my freshman year
who first began
in
college,"
working
in
Radzinski said. "I
sports medicine
spent
eight
in high school,
months in the
has been com¬
training room repletely satisfied
habbing every Members of Bates Sports Medicine: George Finn, Jill Radzinski, Mike
with the pro¬
day. That sparked Verville, Greg Scott '97, Jared Nelson '97, James Williams '98, Sandy Perrins
gram. "I got
my interest and I '97, and Betsy Rivinius '97
Jon White photo.
more out of the
liked the idea of
program than I
staying involved with athletics af¬
letes it's hard to provide one-onexpected. We are essentially prac¬
ter I graduated."
one attention."
ticing clinical medicine," the
Two parts of staying involved
medical school hopeful said.
with athletics that have been es¬
The solution to the problem of
Emily Miller '97, another co¬
pecially important to Finn,
coverage has been the develop¬
head, also began her sports medi¬
Verville, and Radzinski are the re¬
ment of the strongest student ath¬
cine involvement while in high
lationships they have cultivated
letic trainer program in the
school. Unlike Johnson, who cur¬
with student-athletes and each
NESCAC.
rently covers field hockey, Miller
other.
Becoming a student trainer is
chose not to cover a specific sport
"I've really enjoyed my rela¬
a three step process. First, the stu¬
in order to vary her experiences.
tionships with the athletes,"
dent earn a "B" or better in the Or¬
Although she enjoys the oppor¬
Verville said. "It's nice to see the
thopedic Aspects of Sports Medi¬
tunity to be around sports, Miller,
transitions and growth the ath¬
cine course, taught by Finn. Sec¬
like the staff trainers, commented
letes go through over their four
ond, the student must become cer¬
on the strenuous time commit¬
years here."
tified in emergency first aid and
ment: "We are here for breaks and
"Mike, George, and I have a
CPR. Finally, prospective student
we are teaching assistants for the
great working relationship,"
trainers must fulfill a 30 hour in¬
[Orthopedic Aspects of Sports
Radzinski added. "I enjoy being
ternship as an athletic trainer.
Medicine] labs."

Stat of the Week:
The Bates football team has a 2-11 all-time record against Division
I Boston College. Forget Williams,
let's get BC on the scedule for next
year; maybe we, too, can make it
to the Aloha Bowl.

W™ am about to tell you might ruin the tradition as you know it
altogether, or perhaps even deepen it; it depends on your perspective.
For as the warm days of September fade fast away, October, and Hal¬
loween, loom large ahead. Why, you ask, would such an occasion seem
relevant to the world of sport, where many an athlete may at times wish
to hide behind a mask of sort, only to realize only a select few can be
hockey goalies. Well, simply because the way in which my friends and
I used to prepare for this month and its festive occasion was truly com¬
mendable, and although our intentions may not have been good, our
efforts were undeniably strong.

As far as uniforms or costumes were concerned, my friends and I
paid little attention - but just enough so as to make our parents think
that filling bags of candy as we walked aimlessly about was our primary
goal. Actually, If I could remember well, most Octobers my costumes
were of the bum (for P.C.'s sake, the economically disadvantaged) vari¬
ety, with a flannel shirt, a pillow underneath and some oversized jeans
do.ing me just fine. My sack was an old pillow case- actually two, for
reasons that will soon become evident. Candy, at least begging for it in
a polite manner, was never my proverbial cup of tea; I had little taste for
it and nearing my teenage years the thought of my face turning into one
enormous pustule because of the chocolate stuff made me spend many a
sleepless night.
After we had gathered together, we would hit up the nearest conve¬
nience store for all of its eggs. Either the guy behind the counter knew
what we were up to - having done it himself in days begone- or a he
didn't give a Hoover's dam. For, in my opinion, the naive passerby
would be inclined to call Guinness because it looked as if we were about
to fry up the world's biggest omelette. Culinary pursuits and delusions
aside, our night would begin with a fury. The pregame butterflies were
so intense, that often times I would be doubled over in angst waiting for
the first egg to be tossed. A resounding thump would eventually pre¬
vail and the telltale yolk dripping down the side of a nearby house would
be enough for me to chase the jitters away. Confidence regained, I would
toss relentlessly houseward, hoping to never squeeze the egg too hard,
for fear of any flight problems. The sport of it wasn't as easy as one
would think. A combination of well honed skills were involved, with
arm strength, accuracy and speed being the most crucial. The first two
for obvious reasons, the latter - speed- important in evading any dis¬
gruntled couch rat who'd tried, albeit unsuccessfully, to chase us down.
As I travel along memory way, stopping at this particular path, I
guess I can't explain what really provoked us back then. It wasn't that
we were essentially bad kids -only a few of us have had extended prison
stays. We just liked having fun and in our own perverse ways we did.
You can argue as you will about how egg throwing is merely a stepping
stone to murder, that mayhem is mayhem whichever way you look at it,
but I'll have none of the sort. We threw and we grew. And I was one
helluva good shot back then.

by Dan Hooley

'Bout Time
Mike Holte ‘97 finally gets recognized
by Mike Marsh
Although the Bates football
team is off to another 0-2 start,
there is something different about
this year's team. There is energy
and excitement. There is an expec¬
tation to win, with the determina¬
tion and the guts to go out and do

it. Need further convincing? Then
I suggest to you the unfaithful:
make a pass by the practice field
this week between four and sixthirty, apply with coach Rick
Pardy for a pre-game locker room
Continued on Page 26
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by Cam Donaldson

pass, or show up for this
weekend's home opener against
the punkboys from Williams. I
assure that you'll feel the inten¬
sity the hard work and the atti¬
tude that is setting this year's
team apart from others you've
seen.

Ever sit in your dreary dorm
room, open textbook lying unno¬
ticed at your elbow, and just stare
out the window as the final ves¬
tiges of summer greenery beckon
you to run and frolic in the open
sunlight? Do you ever get sudden
violent urges to hit your friend
over the head with a stuffed
chicken breast, or have vivid hal¬
lucinations involving the appli¬
cation of a two-handed sword to
your textbooks and the subse¬
quent liberation of mind and
body?
Your local Health Center will
tell you that these are all symp¬
toms of a disease known to nonathletic college students across the
nation as SDS (sport deficiency
syndrome). At Coram Library,
they'll say you have too many
pent-up Freudian urges. Transla¬
tion: You need to get your ass out
of that library and hit the gridiron
(or the tennis court).
Fortunately for the students
of this institution, there is a cure
immediately available to students
afflicted with SDS.
"Intramurals give students

Mike Holte '97
So far, the major component
in this year's formula has again
been the play of senior linebacker
Mike Holte. Unquestionably the
best linebacker to ever pass
through the College, Holte is
Bates' all time leading tackier. He
broke the single season tackle
record his rookie year and has
broken his own record every year
since. After two games this year,
it looks certain that Holte will do
it again.
In the 20-11 loss to Trinity,
Holte anchored the defense with
twenty tackles and five sacks
earning himself NESCAC Player
of the Week Honors and a place
on the ECAC Honor Roll. The
hardest thing to believe is that
this is only the first time Holte has
received the honor in three years.
Amidst the kudos, however,
Holte remains humble. "I feel
great about it," he says, "but
without a win, it really doesn't
mean much."
Holte followed up his re¬
markable performance of the first
week with thirteen tackles and
one sack against Tufts. Bates led
14-0 at the half, but the Jumbos,
with the help of five Bobcat turn¬
overs, were able to turn it on and
went on to win 24-14. The de¬
fense was solid, however, and the
Jumbos never had a substantial
drive. Mostly it was great field
position that lifted the Jumbos,
and, again, the turnovers.
After two games the Bobcat
defense is ranked third in New
England and Holte is among the
leaders in both tackling and
sacks. "Our defense is a major
strength of this football team,"
says Holte. "We have size, speed,
strength, and, most importantly,
experience. Unfortunately, with
two losses, it isn't much of a con¬
solation."
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who don't otherwise play a sport
the chance to compete," said Seth
Thompson '98, a student repre¬
sentative for intramural sports.
"And they are pretty competitive.
Many people who played a var¬
sity sport in high school but don't
play here choose intramurals."
Every autumn, close to a
hundred Batesies can be observed
migrating from Ladd Library to
the intramural soccer field. Those
feeling particularly heavy in the
girders after Harvest Dinner can
sweat it off at the annual Turkey
Trot and then give thanks for the
edible prizes they indulge in at
the finish line.
Intramural basketball, which
routinely turns out 10-15 teams
each season, really melts those po¬
lar icecaps in the dead of winter.
Watching a playoff game will as¬
sure you that this sport has one
up on "Assassin" as the most in¬
tense student activity on campus.
Last year, however, intramural ice
hockey threatened to steal some
of its thunder in Underhill
Arena's first full season.
"The people that played
hockey had a great time," Thomp¬
son said. "Unfortunately, there

weren't too many people that
knew about it."
Mud season brings with it the
infallible "barbecues, ballgames
and beer" mentality, and Batesies
turn out en masse to play or root
for their favorite intramural softball teams. With team names like
the "Page Pounders," "Alabama
Slammers," and "Young, Dumb
and Excited," competition is in¬
tense but the atmosphere is some¬
thing less than professional.
"Softball is probably the most
popular intramural sport," said
student representative Renee
Marchant '99. "During short term,
people tend to have more free time
so they go out to play softball and
just have some fun."
The bottom line is that
intramurals are purely for the en¬
joyment of the students; with
demonstrated interest, any sport
can be added to the program. In
the past, racquetball and volley¬
ball have drafted enough players
to put together seasons. Flag foot¬
ball also appears on the verge of
making an appearance on the IM
circuit.
"Intramurals are designed to
meet the needs of the students,"

intramural director Sherry
Deschaine said. "We will do
whatever the students are inter¬
ested in if they can make teams."
Unfortunately, one student
need not met by intramurals is the
acquisition of those elusive P.E.
credits. For those of us who are
less athletically inclined, we must
often turn to club sports or P.E.
classes before we are granted ath¬
letic credit necessary for a di¬
ploma.
"P.E. credit is awarded based
on instruction," Deschaine ex¬
plained. "No instruction takes
place in intramurals."
Even so, the doctrine of intra¬
mural sports has stood the test of
time. "[The purpose of
intramurals is] to relax and enjoy
yourself in a non-formal, coed, so¬
cial atmosphere," Deschaine said.
"People play intramurals for
fun," Marchant said. "The thing
that sets it apart from varsity and
club sports is the lack of commit¬
ment and competition. You don't
have to try out, and if you don't
feel like going, you don't have to.
It can be as competitive as you
want it to be."

.. .if you don't care, what's the point?
by Ryan Spring
After being cut from the soc¬
cer team, I was obviously some¬
what disappointed. Although I
was disheartened to realize that I
didn't have the skills to compete
at the intercollegiate level, I was
comforted by the fact that I still
had the opportunity to continue
playing the game I love at a lower
level that would allow me to ex¬
cel. Unfortunately, I didn't real¬
ize at the time that intramural
sports at Bates are a complete
farce.
Unlike at other colleges
where competition is fierce
among fraternities or dorms, in¬
tramural sports at Bates are de¬
void of passion, hard work, and,
for the most part, skill. Clearly,
one of the purposes of intramu¬
ral activity is to allow less skilled,
potential athletes to have a chance
to compete. But, this having been
said, what happened to the pas¬
sion and the hard work?
Those two characteristics,
more than anything else, are what
has woven sports and athletic
competition into the fabric of
American culture. We pay mil¬
lions of dollars every year to
watch athletes strive to be the best
they can be. Anyone who has
ever seen John McEnroe hurl a
tennis racquet, a 300 pound line¬
man shed a tear, or a teenaged
gymnast nail a dismount after
years of dedication and practice
can understand that athletic com¬

petition is more than just skill, sta¬
tistics, or putting on a pair of Nike
running sneakers.
If you don't care, what's the
point?
As students with rigorous
academic schedules, it is tough
for some of us to find time to par¬
ticipate in intramural sports.
Fine; then don't play. If you are
going to play, however, SHOW
UP! It is incredibly disheartening
to show up at 4:00 ready to play
soccer and find out that only one
player from the other squad has
found time in his or her muddled
schedule of watching "Friends"
and drinking Meister Brau to
show up. Sure, sometimes aca¬
demic commitments may bog us
down, but an hour and 15 min¬
utes of exercise can provide the
ideal study break. If you make a
commitment to be an intramural
athlete, as ridiculous as that may
sound, honor it.
At my high school, athletic
participation of some kind was re¬
quired by all students, every se¬
mester. One means to filling this
requirement was to play intramu¬
ral sports, which, similar to here,
consisted of soccer in the fall, bas¬
ketball in the winter, and softball
in the spring.
Games were spirited and fun
because people gave a damn. The
championship game was played
at night under the lights and was
attended by most of the student
body. People may complain that

making intramurals more serious
takes away the fun, but I ada¬
mantly disagree. Taking sports
seriously is what makes them fun.
How can you enjoy doing some¬
thing you don't care about? I
would argue that you can't.
There is a medium of serious¬
ness between intercollegiate com¬
petition and showing up to play
basketball in overalls. Many in¬
tramural athletes, like me for ex¬
ample, played their intramural
sport at the varsity level in high
school, so the quality of play here
has the potential to be reasonably
high. This, however, is inhibited
when you are playing against a
team of circus freaks with noth¬
ing better to do with their time be¬
sides show people how annoying
they can be.
If anything, intramural com¬
petition is more frustrating for the
capable athlete than for the non¬
athletes, who are novices. Play¬
ing soccer with, or against, people
who have never played before
and are just out to screw around
is like talking to someone in a for¬
eign language you don't speak.
Nothing gets accomplished and
everyone is disheartened by frus¬
tration.
This is not to say that novices
don't deserve the chance to com¬
pete, because dearly intramural
athletics is the place for that.
However, they should at least be
able to run without tripping over
themselves and must be willing
to work and hustle.

Also, why is it necessary to
make intramural soccer, for ex¬
ample, restrictively coed? It's one
thing to make open the sport to
men and women, but it is another
thing to make requirements for
the number of players of the op¬
posite sex that must be on the field
at one time. I play on a team with
nine men and three women, yet
two of those three women must
be on the field at all times (seven
players are on the field for my
team at one time) according to the
rules. Why? How is this fair to
either the men or the women?
Why I can't I get a team together
of ten male friends, or ten female
friends? What does this restric¬
tion do other than force teams to
find players they might otherwise
not want to play with?
Aside from my criticism of
the coed rules in intramural soc¬
cer, I do not mean to critize the or¬
ganizers of intramurals; they are
not at fault here. The problem lies
with the participants who show a
lack of respect to their competi¬
tors, teammates, and the games
they claim to be playing.
Intramural athletics at Bates
have the potential to be a great
time. The campus is filled with
passionate, intelligent, athletic
people. However, these passion¬
ate, intelligent, athletic people
tend to be apathetic, annoying,
and athletically dysfunctional
when it comes to intramural
sports. If you don't have the love.
.. DON'T PLAY!!!!
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The week that was in Bates Athletics
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY Takes Third in Strong Codfish Bowl Field
Four of 12 dates runners improved their personal records on the day... Bates finished ahead of regional
powers Brandeis (2nd in New England, 20th nationally), Bowdoin (4th in N.E., 23rd nationally), Coast Guard
(8th in N.E.) and UMass-Dartmouth (9th in N.E.).
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY Wins Without Top Runners
Bates had five of the top eight finishers despite competing without their top two runners from the previ¬
ous three meets of the season.
FIELD HOCKEY (1-4) Snaps Scoreless Streak in Loss to Tufts
Rosie Lenehan '99 scored with less than three minutes remaining in a loss to the Jumbos to snap the
Bobcats' three game scoreless streak.
A Tale of Two Halves for FOOTBALL (0-2) at Tufts
After jumping out to a 14-0 lead by halftime, injuries and turnovers led to the Bobcats' downfall, as they
lost to Tufts, 24-14... RJ. McGrail '98 ended the first half with 112 yards rushing on 14 carries... The Bobcats
outgained the Jumbosl94-69 overall for the. half. . ..McGrail and quarterback Dan Hooley '97 fell to injuries
early in the second half. . . Key stats: McGrail 19 carries, 126 yards, 2 TD (named to ECAC New England
Division III Weekly Honor Roll) - Hooley 5-16 passing, 61 yards, 2 INT - Wyatt Crosswhite '97 4 catches, 39
yards - Mike Holte '9713 tackles, 2 for a loss,l solo, 1 sack - Frost Hubbard '00 17 tackles, 2 solo, 1 INT, 1 pass
break-up.
Sargent Leads GOLF to Fourth at NESCAC Championships
Bates came in fourth in the NESCAC Championship, after finishing a dismal eighth last year, with a two
day total of 680. . . Tim Sargent '98 earned All-NESCAC honors by shooting 80-75-155, tying him for first
place after regulation, losing medalist honors in a playoff.
WOMEN'S SOCCER (6-0) Continues to Dominate Opponents
Outscoring their opponents 16-3 on the week, the Bobcats matched their win total of 1995 in half the
number of games... The week began with a record setting performance in an 8-1 win at St. Joseph's Sept. 25
when Nicole Woodson '97 passed for three assists tying Colleen McCrave '99 and Laurie Pinchbeck '87. . .
The Jumbos were ranked seventh in New England at the time and had not allowed a goal all season. That all
changed just five minutes and 15 seconds into the match, when McCrave knocked home a rebound off a shot
from Smith. . . In their second game of the weekend in Boston, the Bobcats were extended into overtime by
Babson before they could equal 1995's win total. . . Kate O'Malley '00 assisted on the first two OT goals,
giving her three on the day, tying her with Woodson, McCrave, and Pinchbeck... For her four goal, five assist
week, O'Malley was named NESCAC Player of the Week for the second time in three weeks. Her 13 points in
the week are more than any other player in the conference has for the whole season. . . Goalkeeper Suzie
Arnold '99 ranks third in the conference with a 0.62 goals-against average.
MEN'S SOCCER (2-3) Stomps St. Anselm on the Road, Loses to Tufts
, The men's soccer team scored an impressive 3-1 road win over Division II St. Anselm College Sept. 25
before bowing to Tufts, 1-0, Sept. 28... Stephen Coco '99 netted the first two goals of his career in the second
half against St. Anselm to snap a 1-1 tie... At Tufts, the Jumbos deflected a corner kick past Mike Marsh '97
just three minutes in for the game's only score.
WOMEN'S TENNIS (3-2) Sweeps Three to Surpass .500
After a rough first week of the season, the women's tennis team rebounded to win three in a row. . .
Annalee Gunlicks '97 went 3-0 in the number one position, including rallying from a set down to defeat her
opponent from Plymouth State, 4-6, 6-1, 6-1.
Young VOLLEYBALL Squad (3-12) Continues to Struggle
Still struggling to find the right combinations, the Bates volleyball team dropped five matches this week.

CLUB ACTION
Men's rubgy upset the previously unbeaten University of Maine at Orono on Sept. 28 with a 20-0 victory.
.. Kenneth Kolb '98, Luke O'Brien '97, and Charlie Cullinane '97 all registered tries in the win.
The Bates Water-ski Club defeated four other schools to capture the Eastern Collegiate Championship
and earn a berth in Nationals... Lisa Loef fler '00 swept the women's competitions... Stuart Abelson '97 won
the men's slalom, trick, and overall and finished 2nd in the jump event.
Varsity info, courtesy of SID

New England Small College Athletic Conference Records Through September-29,1996
Note: Teams are listed alphabetically. NESCAC is not a playing conference and does not maintain standings.

School
Amherst
BATES
Bowdoin
Colby
Conn. College
Hamilton
Middlebury
Trinity
Tufts
Wesleyan
Williams

W L T %
5 0 0 1.000
1 4 0 .200
4 2 0 .667
1 4 0 .200
2 2 0 .500
3 3 0 .500
6 0 0 1.000
4 0 0 1.000
5 0 0 1.000
1 4 0 .200
3 1 0 .750

Player-of-the-Week:
Kirsten Skedo - Trinity
Junior - Goalkeeper
Made 23 saves in wins over Mt.
Holyoke and Williams.

Men’s Soccer

School
Amherst
BATES
Bowdoin
Colby
Hamilton
Middlebury
Trinity
Tufts
Wesleyan
Williams

W L T
2 0 0

%
1.000

0

2

0

0.00

0
0
1
2
2
1
1
1

2
2
1
0
0
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.00
0.00
0.500
1.000
1.000
0.500
.500
.500

Plavers-of-the-Week:
Dan DeBlois - Hamilton
Senior - Quarterback
Rob Norton - Trinity
Senior - LB/TE
Tim Kaufman - Tufts
First-year - Running Back

September 25
at St. Joseph's

September 28
at Tufts

BATES.8
St. Joseph's.1

Tufts.3
BATES.1
BATES: Goals: Rosie Lenehan '99
Saves - Wendy Zimmerman '98 (15)

September 25
at St. Anselm

BATES: Goals - Lindsay Anderson
'98, Kate O'Malley '00 (3), Breck
Smith '97, Tracy Barbara '99, Katie
Dodson '00, Nicole Woodson '97
Assists - Woodson (3), Kara Bristow
'00 (2), O'Malley (2), Jolene Thurston
'00
Saves - Suzie Arnold '99 (3), Shan¬
non Walker (2)
September 28
at Tufts

BATES.3
St. Anselm.1
BATES: Goals - Tom Murray '97,
Stephen Coco '99 (2)
Assists - Peter Rossi '97, Doug Steele
'97, Matt Ferrigno '98
Saves - Mike Marsh '97 (11)
September 28
at Tufts

BATES.3
Tufts.0
BATES: Goals - Colleen McCrave '99,
Kate O'Malley '00, Kathleen
Swinboume '97
Assists - Smith, Dodson
Saves - Arnold (2)
September 29
at Babson

Tufts.1
BATES.0

BATES.5
Babson.2

BATES: Saves - Mike Marsh '97 (8)

September 28
Codfish Bowl
at Franklin Park, Mass.

BATES: Goals - Swinbourne (2),
McCrave, Woodson, Smith
Assists - O'Malley (3), Woodson,
Laura Stem '98
Saves - Arnold
I"'

—i

Women’s CC

Team Results:
School
BATES 3rd out of 10 teams

September 28
at Lyndon State College

Top Bates Finishers:
Name
Yr. Place Time
Justin Freeman
'98 2nd
25:30
Matt Twiest
'00 6th
25:49
Men's NCAA Div. Ill NE Poll Top 5
(NE Men's CC Coaches Assoc.)

News from around the

Field Hockey

The BOBCAT Scoreboard

1. Williams
2. Tufts
3. BATES
4. Brandeis
5. MIT

Team Results:
School
Points
BATES...24
Lyndon St.31
Johnson St.—
Top Bates Finishers:
Name
Yr.
Ilse Abusamra
'97
Sandra Abbott
'99
Erika Cohen
'98

Place
2nd
5th
6th

Time
22:55
23:42
23:58

Women’s Soccer

School
ILT%
Amherst
2 1 1 .625
BATES
2 3 0 .400
Bowdoin
3 1 1 .700
Colby
2 3 0 .400
Conn. College 2 2 0 .500
Hamilton
1 2 1 .375
Middlebury
3 2 0 .600
Trinity
2 2 1 .500
Tufts
5 1 0 .833
Wesleyan
1 1 1 .500
Williams
3 0 1 .875

School
Amherst
BATES
Bowdoin
Colby
Conn. College
Hamilton
Middlebury
Trinity
Tufts
Wesleyan
Williams

W L T
4 0 1

%
.900

Player-of-thc-Week:
Mike Gamsby - Tufts
Senior - Goalkeeper
Registered five consecutive
shutouts after blanking Plymouth
State and Bates.

Player-of-the-Week:
Kate O'Malley - Bates
First-year - Forward
Had four goals and five wins and
leads the NESCAC in scoring by 15
points (11 goals, 6 assists).

6

0

0

1.000

4
3
3
1
2
0
5
1
3

1
2
2
3
4
4
1
3
0

0
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
1

.800
.583
.583
.250
.667
.100
.833
250
.838

School
W L T
8 5 Amherst
BATES
3 11 Bowdoin
2 8 Colby
5 3 Conn. College 6 4 8 1 Hamilton
Middlebury
7 5 Trinity
2 4 Tufts
5 3 Wesleyan
4 5 8 2 Williams

%
.615
.214
.200
.625
.600
.889
.583
.333
.625
.444
.800

Player-of-the-Week:
Kate Cardoza - Williams
Senior - Outside Hitter
Registered 39 kills and 54 digs in
the Ephmen's winning of the
Williams Invitational.
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The Bates Student QUESTION ON THE QUAD Wednesday, October 4, 1996

Question on the Quad
How would you discipline your parents?

'r

. ys i y

"Take them to a Page party."
-Dean Jacoby, Assistant
Dean of Admissions
"Tie them to the bumper like
they did me."
-Aaron Belinfanti, Assistant
Dean of Admissions

"By mentally abusing them,
telling them I was going to
hitchhike home or something."

"Capital punishment."
-Lawson Rudasill '00

-Greg Shyloski '00

"I'd discipline them like they
disciplined me, they were
always very reasonable. I'd be
fair, I'd only spank them on
occassion."
-Kate Demartini '97

Reported by Jeremy Root

Photos by Amanda Hinnant

STUDENTS
SAVE 15%

We are making traveling fun and affordable for students.
When you travel anywhere on Vermont Transit Lines
you will save 15% on your round trip ticket fare.
_(Student ID Required)_

VERMONT

TRANSIT LINES

Agent at:

While you have us on the phone, please inquire about
our LOW PRICED, HIGH VALUE overnight stays in
Boston, Mass, known as Independent Boston.
http://www.greyhound.com

lviaximize^B
Your Scores
With...

THE
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Call today:

Courses meet
at Bates

617/558-2828

Question
Reality.

